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engaged looking out for many improvements to be made theacoming
summer and by -spring they, veill be
in a position to (announce whet can
be expected this year '
,in that line.
MASTER NELSAN BROADFOOT MR. HENRY WILLIAMS SUD- They want to do everything possible "BLEW" INTO THE
CIITY LAST
ENTERTAINED NUMBER
DENLY MET I-:IS
to place the concerns upon the highNIGHT AFTER WEEK'S
May Be Johnson.
OF THEM.
MAKER.
est standard attainable and will deThe Desiree, Ark, dispatches state
ABENCE .
vote their extension and constructhat D. F. Johnson, a sewing mation money where most needed.
chine assent is under arrest there on
Meets Tomorrow 'Remains of Ms'. James Thornton ConThe majority of the eirereee re ele Drereto Thee
the cearge of trying to assault Eva Magazine Club
All the Proposed
e.:tainoon Veith Mrs. Samuel
s4ned to Rest at 04 Grova
;lareine, a eel. Tee tc:cgra.neaters
011..-:311,LA AND AIZIZO-NIA.
owe Wilt
decide upon the improeements by
Hubbard—Delphic Club Meet.
Cemetery Yesterday.
ARE NAMES SELECTED. Johnson 'claims Kentucky his borne.
Be Adopted.
is
who
acquiescing
ieohnson
in
Mayfield
the recommendations
and as the
of Mr. Bieecker and the othersmissing is a seweng machine man, a
MlaWut Nelson Broadffoot Monday
Yesterday sihortly weer noon Mr. managing the mammoth plants. The
Comment on Matters Over Which copy of the clipping has been sent his
Mlayor D. A. Yeiser returned last
Arkansas
in
man
this
if
see
to
this
of
wife,
number
a
entertained
evening
Henry
C. Williams of the Messac sec- new offices of the companies at 406 evening, after a vSeeies
There Was Much Feeling in
absence from
mysterbeen
has
Broadway
who
husband
.
present a very handsome the city, and
is -her 'little friends with a debightful
tion of the county, fell dead- -at his
Reports.—
this morning- ea-ket up
loughs( missing for two monthe
at the borne of Ms cousin 011ie Broad- store in that village, of dropsy of the appearance, especially at night with his public duties egain.
He came
Many of heart. The deceased had been ailing its blase of brilliance from the my- back frona
foot on Elizabeth street.
e
Dunville,
Ky.,
through
takhas
A political transformation
the young folks were there and spent for 'mite a while with a complication riad of electric lights, both inside and Louisvile, and at the batter
NEW STATES BECOME
place
left
has
Guayaquil
out
in
Ecuador.
front
.
in
in
place
There remain a few his wife, Who went to
a most delighted time, includieg
of diseases that included affection of
SUCH WITH NEW YEAR. en
'her former
surrendered and practically the en- the games partaking of the dainty re- the heart. Yesterday he was in the finishing touches to be put on before home in
Haweeviee, Ky., to visit a
tire republic has recognized Alfaro freshments.
store alone %4WD a neighbor dropped the offices are entirely completed.
few days before coiling on home.
in and Mr. Williams arose and walked
es president.
The mayor said that be believed
'Washington, D. C., Jan. 23.—Repretowards the front door to greet the
Crescendo Club.
most of the bele to be offered to the
sentative Hamiltein (Mich.), chairstate -legislature would go 'through as
The Crescendo club will be enter- visitor .vaeo added how the other was.
man of the lionise committee on terriaffects -government of cities of the
tained tomorrow afternoon by Miss The ailing man said that be did not
tories, today submitted a favorable re.
feel so well, and (had 'hardly spoken
second class. There are about sixteen
parher
of
home
the
at
Julia
Dabney
port on the Hamilton joint statehood
he dropped to the
altogether and his opinion is that
ents, L. and Mrs. A. S. Dabney, of the words, when
biS, which provides for the admission
floor, dead.
CITY
everyone
of them are good ones.
North
street.
Fifth
SOLICITOR
GAVE
as
Territory
of Oklahoma and Indian
LEGAL
'Mr. Williams was a widely known
'Regarding the annexation bill he
OPINION
TO
THAT
the mate of Oklaborna and provides STRUCK SNAG WHILE BACKman of that section where he -had resaid that the w-arrniest arguments he
Masazine Club.
EFFECT.
joint statehood for New Mexico and
sided for many years. He was sixty
ING OUT FROM TIPTONever heard came up over same when
Tenth
Mrs.
of
Samuel
T
,Hubbard
Arizona under the Tante of Arizona.
the state of
VILLE
they were being cone-dared last
and Jefferson streets wilt entertain re's of age and born in
The report reviews the bill in decame to the Masaat
Thursday at the nieeting of the legisthe Magazine club tomorrow after- Tennessee. but
Trustees
Will
tat), expltainitag that the capital of
Not
Buy
the
Rowland.
everyrcspected by
lative
con-onittee on municipahees.
noon, at which time reports wilt be vicinity hUghy
Arizona is to be at Santa Fe until
townCounty Schooi—Eireminabody who found -in hi ,n-ran upright
The people of the srnae cities surtions Close Today.
1915, and that the capita) of Okla- Boat uickly Settled in Few Feet of made from the Bookman Cosmo- and genial gentleman.
Water Right Beside the Wharf
rounding Covington, Newport and
politan, Century, Sceibner's, Bookhoma 4 to be at Guthrie for the same
The deceased was the father of Me.
There
other places are bitterly opposed to
lover's Everybody's and Literary
length of time, when the people can
-known
welt
the
Williams,
petit
tete proposed enactment, as the
Digest.
choose their capital sites with justice
Yesterday City Solicitor James measure provides the general council
grocer of Rowlaindtown, and also the
to all parts of the states. The report
father of Mr. Robert Williams who Campbell, Jr., furnished the school of second chaos cities, can extend the
Forty Seventh Birthday.
Yesterday morning word reached
says:
and a brother, Mr. board with his begat opinion, regard- municipal corporate
limits as far as
Two of Paduach's prominent gen- lived with him,
"This committee considers, the crit- here that thre day before there sank
Union City, Tenn. ing whether Me. Williamm Byrd is
of
Williams
E.
E.
sevforty
desire, provided seveney-five per
the
they
icism we ill-formed tabieh fin& fault at Tiptoneible Tenn., in the Mails- tlemen today celebrate
The family has not yet decided eligible to sit as a trustee from the
with New Mexico because of its al- eppi river, the steamer Rees Lee, erah arnriversary of their birthday, whether to bury the retrains at Ms. Fourth svard. The solicitor bolds that rent, of the suburbanites do not petiretheir
of
tion against same. If that number
circles
the
quiet
leged foreign population. Out of a that passed here Sunday en route within
sac or bring them here for interment Mk. Byrd is., and this opinion will be present protesting petition* the matCol.
are
They
spective
families).
Mexico
New
population of 195,310,
from Cincinnati to Memphis. She
presented at the next trustee meet- ter can then
in Oak Grove cemetery.
be left thee county judge
has only 13,625 foreign born inhabi- went to the bottom as a result of John T. Donovan, general nem here
ing,
the first Tuesday night of Februand
railroad,
Central
to
as
Iliinois
the
for
the extension is made.
whether
pergentage
foreign
entalber
tants, a
striking a snag while backing out
ary, at whicie time there will repeal The mayor said the bill will riot
Buried Here.
thent most of the states in the Union. horn the landing of that link city, Mir. Thomas Evitts the genial city
the coirinittee selected to hook into effect this city =soh, because there
Yemenis:ley afternoon at a o'clook the etigibility of Mr. Byrd.
Since 1830.
and already her cargo -is being res- jailer.
Some of are no towns or villages existing at
in
born
were
gentiernen
these
'Both
ceme"New Mexico was made a territory cued and arrangement', made to raise
there oas 'buried in Oak Grove
the trustees set up the plea that Mr.
in 1850, and ever since that time the -her. The Lee Line. has put the this city that many years since., and tery the remising of the late Mr. Byrd could not sit in the -board the edge of Paducah, and that he adpeople of that territory have been StIcker Lee in the place of the sub- although at perioOs have resided James Thornton, the blackamite who legally, on the ground that the laws vocated it in order to get the other
electing their own legisdature% mak- merged craft and the substitute will away from -here, stall they always died Sunday at Riverside hospital of prevented any one person -from hold- second class cities favored by him in
ing their own laws, core:tinting their have Memphis Friary en mute back trailed Polecat' their +tome.
cirthbsis of the liver. Since death ing two public offices at the same this manner, to urge adoption of much
own local eyvvernment and contribut- to Cincinnati on her first trip. • Sha
this body has been at the Mattil .8t time. Mk. Byrd is gteputy county important legislation he wantecL It is
thing for Pachuca& as vieleas
Club.
Delphic
treatrany.
ing revenue to the federal
Efi nger undertaking estab'aliment.
gets here Sunday on her way up.
clerk, selected for the sole purpese a good
Delphic
the
morning
towns, but this place would
Yesterday
other
the
"Were it not that the vero-fifthe of
Dispatches from Memphis yesterof waiting on, and being clerk, to be no loser if not adopted. The
at
library
the
in
meeting
its
at
chub
born,
native
its population, welch are
day said regarding the accident:
the board of county supervisors, durdecided to next ONN. JOE WHEELER ILL
towns around Coviraw on and *e wport
but of Spaeise descent, have been
At Toptonvilk Landing, eighty- Ninth and Broadway,
ing their session, which never lasts
LiteraHistory,
"Spanish
study
7,000 and 8,000 populatitan, and
year
as
to
referred
eieetselere errdneousiy
five mitre north of Memphis, tee Rees
AT HIS SISTER'S HOME moire than two MPOOthei. The solicitor have
Covington and 'Newport could arArt," and the year-book will
arid
ture
-if
upon
aspersion
an
be
isould
sad!
Lee went down in eighteen teet of
" •.
"°
1(
said he thought from the circurniLiterary
bitrarily extend the envies. they would
a pat-riotic people even to refer to water at 1o:30 o'clock yesterday lover's, Everybody'', and
e18her-141r. Byrd -eratilel sit in the
for
May
in
disband
ladies
the
in these smiler' places which
time
by
take
their loyalty. The remaining three- morning.
Nenilmt Jaw 23.—Brig.Gen. jos. borby.
thereby lose their identity.
the warm stannter months.
would
fifths of its population are to the
seriously
The Rees Lace, tehich pees for the
Me. Byrd and Mr. Davis, latter
The tadies of the club hod intended Wheeler, U. S. A retired, is
they have mayors and public
Now
sante etranacter as the people of Ari- Lee Line between Memphis and Cinsister,
Ms
from Second ward are the only two
giving a reception met Tuesday ilbH It the esi nc ef
official just like the larger nearby
zona."
cinnati, was laden with 3o0 tons of
Smith, in 13rnolityn. He Demexeats elected to the board- at municipal idles.
Sterling
M.
the
as
but
library,
the
at
evening
Of the alleged undervaluation of freight for Memphis, and was backconfined to las bed three the lest November election, and the
The mayor while there fought -hard
property in Arizona for purpoeis of log out from the landing when she Daughters of the Confederacy give has been
bronehial affection. There Republicans are trying to get Mr. for the bet leaving it to the council
a
with
days
KemThe
in
night
that
minstrel
their
discussed
taxation, Which was warmly
ran against a bidden obstruction
may develop Byrd out upon the eligibility plea.
tecicy, the Delphic affair has been is fear that hit ithtess
as to the salary a city jailer nay rein hearings, the report aye:
which rammed a large hole in her changed to next Monday evening
The conerettee has announced that ceive. At present the law is the
pnedeesida.
into
-eon
whist
"It has a total assessed
it will report that Byrd is not eligistern, cawing her to settle on the
jailer One get between $1,5co and
of taxable property as shown by the spot.
ble terrefore it cannot be determined
per year. The maybr wants it
$2,500
report of the secretery of the interior
what will be the outcome of the con- changed so the city can pay the
lies head upstream -in waiter sex
She
of $57,930,372, but it is probattle that feet deep on the
troversy, until all the trustees vote on
starboard end eighjailer les* than $1,500 if desired.
it. property is returned for taxation
the peopn,sition.
teen
the
an
feet
larboard
wide.
'At pesent there is a_ goestion as to
at a comparatively small percentage
There were only a few passengers
whether a mayor raft remove his
of its Market value in eerie instances,
Will Not Buy.
aboard and all were taken off by a
*hoe and fire coniressioners from
COMPANY STOCKas indicated by government reports.
ARRANGEMENTS BEING PER- TRJFION
boat
small
without
serious
or
accident
THEIR
office, without elsatiges. and Mayor
MADE
city
at not over 5 per cent. of its actual
the
for
trustees
of
LDERS
board
The
FFTED FOR ENTERfright. The Lee compane has dissecond
SELECTIONS
value."
schools have dropped the proposition Yeiser joined with the other
TAINMENT.
to the scene, and
that new
Concerning taxes in New Mexico patched the Sun
to buy the small frame county school claes. city* nsayors, urging
relievino the
the report says: "The assessed valua- will make inunediate efforts to raise
jost outside of Rovetandlown, measnrm beeadopted,
the
boat.
sunken
another
Meantime
it plain that
making
slid
doubtfulness,
tion of property within the territory
Old Directors Re-elected as Were the and move it up bo the block of ground
board at
Very
a
theeCinher
For
boat
Succasful
take
Are
will
this
in
Prospects
place
remove
an
mayors
the
but
$42,378,793,
Faxon
we•
1905
year
the
in
for the
the city schook bought
Officials—Many Improvements
Wallerstein
Retrade.
Affair—Mr.
cinnati
pitaasure.
it is asserted that for purposes of
addition on North Twelfth street.
for This Year
ceives Offer.
The Rees Lee is a twin doter of
Mayor Yeiser urged adoption of all
taxation property is riot returned ar
Seereterr W. H. Pitcher of the
that
-much more than 20 per cent. of its the Peters Lee, both being built simtrustees said yesterday that they had the good reform bills, especially
ultaneously by E. J. Howard at Jefbuilding, of permitting public sidewalk imthe
kw
market value.
deal
a
about
closed
,stockYesterday a meeting of the'
fersonvihte, Ind. She is a sternAt the minstrel by the Dam/eters
turned up and provement without petition property
Conclusions Drawn.
corn but serne mortgages
Traction
Paducah
the
of
holders
ai follows: wheeler, with a passenger raPeeite,
and they property owners,.
wanted,
was
money
more
The „repert
Tuesday
et
next
of the Confederacy
the purpose of
The mayor was; a little surmised to
"Inasmuch ae conaressi intended by too and is aoo feet long, 38 feet tilde evening at The ' Kentucky "Mister parry was held for
projeet
the
abandoned
choosing directors to Fever during
trustees wanted the building find the town here on getting back,
the organic act of the territory of and with a hold five feet deep.
The
actMoon," the catrey song composed by tiles 'year. As culmination of the
Oklahoma that all of the original Inwhich the county schools want to see, the Republicemeeraviog charge as
all the old directorate was because the city has. enlarged dut that ing mayor, bet he raid he guessed
Heating Apparatus
Mb-. Herbs-et Walleretein, wilt be sung gat
dian Territory, together with what is
Yesterday the county court house by Nilm Carrie Hamm with chorus re-e tied, that including 'the ten cap way and extended the
corporate things run all night without him.
now BellV er county, athoulti become
who reside in Boston, and the !invite, until the county building was
was
very &Illy during the day on ac- and oreheetra, and during the rendi- eat/
one ovate, and inasmuch as the preo
al gentlemen, George C. right outside the city, thereby leaving
Cold Storage Plant.
ent territory of Oklahoma has for count of the radiators and steam tem, novel electrical effects will be five
George C. Wallace, Jas. it not centrally Icacated in Met county
son,
Tho
prop,work
to
outfit
'refusing
some time been qualified for state- beating
Mr. 13. C. Loeblein, who is interUtterbock, Joseph L. Friedman and school district, the trustees linie which
hood. which tam been deferred instil erly. The building in many rooms woe
factory and cold
Protnineet among the sohosists W. F. Paxton. The directors then want to put up one farther out the ested in the new iee
the Indian Territory should be ready was very cold and left things very
here, yesstarter)
be
to
plant
storage
are
who
Cairo road, and sell the old one.
to be joined therewith in stetetrood; disagreeable to the lawyers and offie- will be Mess Annie Bradshaw, and re-elected the old officers
word
received
terday said be had
Joseph L. Friedman, president; D.
and inaservireht as g edition* in the ials kept there by pressing business. Messrs. Rebt Scott, Robt
ice
the
Morrie,
George
Mr.
From
presirice
P. Robinson, of Boston,
Examinations.
Indian Territory Weeerativeler demand The heating people are now going and Mir. Richard Scott!
had
he
seated
who
Louie.
of St.
dent; Herry Hays, of Boston, secresome better form of government than over thews to <lee what is, the matThis afternoon the sienteatirnial ex- king
Mi. Phillip Sweeteer, has kindly
Boston, aminations come to a close, While to- made all fiianeiet arrangements for
of
Pratt,
S.
A.
and
tary,
now exists there; and inasmuch as In- ter so at can be remedied.
consented to give one of his banjo
in -the plant here, and would
treasurer.
morrow and Friday the tearthers putting
dian lands wig be allotted in severalty
•
specialties in the olio pact of the
within a, few weeks to start
whatt
bock
be
approved
The new directors
Won Premium.
before the time when atatebood can
grade the papers to we whether the
performance. Mir. Sweater is a
getting buildings
-Mr. Herbert Hoover, the Reming- moor of the barrio, laving been the outgoing board had done since 'children stsall be promoted or not. them* off towards Manufacture ice..
go into effect, this committee reports
to
beginning
and
Stone
.
Whin/
in favor of the joinder of time territory ton typewriter man of here, yester- leader of a big glee club in Boston t came into existeriee.
Mr. Morris vras here several weeks
°peers cbanged Again.
of Oklahoma and the Indian Terris day received word that he Captured before coaling here with the Stone and Webster bought the properties
ago.
ofand
yesterdirectors
last September the
tory in one state, not, however, before ehe handsome premium offered by and Webster syndicate.
Officer Emile Conirieux was
then chosen were named to day by Chief Collins, of the police
Mharoh 4. 1907, ouch state to be known his company for making the largest
.
.
The ladies of the U. D. C. Chapter ficals
increase of sales, during the past six have afresh* had a good advance sale serve only until the first of this year. force; transferred hack to the West
as the state of Oklahema.
Col. Girl 'earigartori and wife
"To thit end and to the end that months of 1905. His increase was of teclaets, and tudging from the in- When now the new body and authori- Court street beat where the had been have returned from Damson, Where
the territories. of Arizona and New 33 per cent. and he beat the Louis- tereet being taken, the S. R. Or girt ties are named for the ensuing year, for years, until one month since they were called by the serious illMexico nay be joined in one state to ville, Chattanooga, Nashville and wilt *rave to be hung out at the Kett- it being the intention last Septem-- When put in the Fret ward. Patrol,- ness of their sister, Mies* Fannie
ber to elect vote new, so that from man Sam Beadles was taken from Singleton, who was brought home
be known as the state of Arizona, Memphis oflicee.
turcky next Tireaday.
the anneal election Court street and pot down in tbe by event and is now at their home on
this committee recourinende that the
The Jerome if. Riot-nick publishing year to year now
during the .usonth Fleet where he worked before the North Sixth street. She is quite
conducted
be
cent
bill do pass."
written
Butchers Organised.
hao
York,
company of New
-charge lust month.
The butchers of the city have per- 'Me. Herbert Wallerstrin of this city, of January.
of congestion and is coefined to her
The new owners of the line have
FATHER AND 901N GUILTY.
fected their organization for their elder% the letter %hot he will take for
-bed .
Other Business Notes.
mutual protection and also- tbat of his omit rodeo* composed song, been gradually making improvements
There is a movement on foot by
Convicted of Murder of Neighbor the public. They elected officers of "Mister Moon" which is being very to else system right along and putting
C. Enbanke left this morn
ekeCharles Smith, president; Henry secceeeeilly featened by the Buster them in first-class condition. On ac- some merchants to start a small
Boy at Golconda, Ill.
ing at 1:4o-o'clock -for Stanford, Ky.,
light
furnish
to
company
possession
talc light
Saltzgiver, first vice president! Frank Broken. theatrical trope's tour over the count of coming into
where he ware called by the illness of
the properties very late last fall they for their stores down in tow%
ieGolconeta, Ill., Jan. 23.--alhe mast Petter, second- vice presidenteLucien country.
his father, who resides there and is.
Eggs are selling on the market at
noted newder trial ever Irstld in this Durrett, secretary and treasurer.
The publishing house highly com- could not do much extensive work
sick. The physician with re-,
quite
county was concluded Saterday night
pliments, the piece of the young man, in lettering the plants because the j cent( per dozen.
next Saterday.
here
turn
Mr. Thomas White has taken the
cold weather prevents tall out-door
in ehe'eircuit court before Judge W. ..Mr. John E. Meseengale, of the and warito to buy it. outright.
B.
work except that. absolutely nects- place of manager for Mr. W.
Preen, it having occupied the St. Leuia and Tennereee River Pack
W. '
offite. He
Miss Nina Rabb, of Chicago, reentire evreek, William J. Cullom and et line, ha9 returned tia St. Louis afMiss Etta Sceradier, of Mt. Ver- ary. This winter theme General Kenneft's local tobacco
Reederthe
for
boMe yesterday after visiting
turned
bookkeeper
oththe
end
John
been
has
Btreceer
Manager
-J.
P.
Mrs.
visiting
ter
visiting
Wallow 'Cullom, father and son, were
Cafes:in James . Koger, non, Teel., is
?qrs. Alex Kirkland.
-sister,
company.
her
Lerevring
en trial for the laterite of Roy Cham- superintendent of the line.
Beckenhadh, of go4 South Fourth., ers in .charge thave been 'constantly son

JOINT STATEHOOD

bete:Lin, a neighbor bey, June 3 last.
After being out six hours the jury
raturned a verdict of guilty, fixing
their puniahment at fourteen „rears
-each in the penitentiary.

LITTLE FOLKS

DROPPED DEAD

MAYOR BACK

Is Favored By House Committee on Territories.

BYRD ELIGIBLE

LEE WENT DOWN

I

MINSTREL

OLD BOARD

Ir

. W.

a•

111-

:
•

-r

THE JURY HUNG

fur today is that lef Tinnie Waters
against the Western Union Telegnaoh
company Whereineplaintiff •Sues for
delayed dwelivery of a message con
eigned to her over .defendant lines.

IN CASE OF STATE VS. INTER-STATE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
The Trials Whilh Are to Occur Include Heavy Ditnage Suit—
Notes of Circuit Court

In the circuit court yesterday
there was finished the evidence. and
arguments in the damage suit of H.
J. Jefforde against the Fergusonhis
Palmer Lumber company.
anorniiig it goes lo the jury for consideration.
Jeffords claims that while working around one of the saws at the
mill where the was employed the
Amp affair struck -his finger :and siit
it so that amputation was necessary.
He asked for. $5,000 damages on the
ground that the saw was not kept
in proper condition by the mill management.
A Hung Jury.
had to dismiss the jury
judge
The
yesterday _in the actions of the commonwealth of Kentucky against the
Inter-state Life Assurance society
of Indianapolis, Ind., on account of
the members of that body being unable to unanimously agree to a verdict. The jury has had the matter
since Monday morning and yesterday they reported to the court that
six of them wanted to tine the cornpapy $1 in each case and the other
six wanted no assess the conoern
the limit of the law, $5oo, in, each
charge. As all twelve have to decide- one way before the verdict is
effective the judge dismissed the
jury and continued the matter ov2r
until the next civilterm of court.
The company is charged by the
commonwealth with violating the
.state law providing any life insureocc company shall be fined $500
for giving rebates to the policy hold
The commoriwealth claim,
this company has done that on a
wholesale scale through its agents
over Kentucky. The jury's report
ecsterday shows they are of the
opinion the company is guilty, but
cannot determine how much shall be
aesessol against the concern. To a
degree the divisicin of six snd six
is a victory for Commonwealth
Attorney John G. Lovett and his
associate counsel, Hon. Hal Corbett, as it evidences the' concern's
guilt, but no agreement as to what
fine shall be imposed. The other
side is represented by Chancy
Wheeler, a lawyer of here.

SPRING
CLOAKS
and Ant

Wants Big Damage.
The big action .up fur today is that
of J. M. Pierce, administrator of
Malcom Greerelea, against the Paducah Traction company, for $3o,000
damages.. Hendrick, Miller '& Marble represent the plaintiff, and trial
of the litigation is expected to be
started into.
Greenlea was the young conductor
for the car company that died as the
result of injuries he received at First
and Broadway. One car had gone
down Broadway to First, which is the
end of the tine, and changed its trolley preparatory to starting back out
Broadway... Green lea's car rolled' up
and he got off to charge.his trelley.
He had pulled it .off ttte overhead
wire, swerved it around to the rear
orthe car and was standing between
his own and the other car behind
trying to let the trolley arise to the
wire. again, when a third car came
up, struck the second car that was
pushed back into the last one, between the two latter of whioh Greenlea was caught and his kg crushed
in sah a manner that he died in the
afternoon at Riverside hospital. The
car company claims somebody put
graphite and cocoanut kernel on the
track and this caused the third car to
slip and unable to stop on rolling up,
with the result that it hit the other
and caused the fatal accident.

Wants Divorce.
Capitola Kennedy, has filed suit in
the circuit court against H. T. Kennedy for a divorce. They were mar
ried March 19th, 1903, and lived together until December 19th, 1905.
when she claims his ill treatment corn
peled her to leave him. She charges him with drunkenness, cruelty and
other things. She wants the divorce.
possession of their eight-months-old
child, ItIontie, and $500 alimony.

State President Dr. C. Z. Aud, of
Cecilian, Ky., Will Come to Visit
Local Brethren.

THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC.
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND
FOR THE

srALL $um

HAS

YOU CAN PAPER

BORDLR

TO

•

MATCH

OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FL::

it

RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS
ac PER SINGLE ROLL.
/
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 11
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL.
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, io, sic, 20G

+H44+4+44+4+4,

AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL‘PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE.

We expect a salesman
from a large wholesale

DESIGNS

NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS

AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLZ LI I,

JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS.

TO

MATCH.

ALL

•

THE

VERY

LATEST

DE-

SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS. ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE

FRAMES, WIN-

DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACK/LAND BUILDING AN DROOPING

•ing

ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND

BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL

•

TREAT

YOU

RIGHT

AND

GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.

C..0.1.1JMM
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.

will let them know when

$
•

he comes.

CORNICE

. ti

COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN

PAPERS.

to make an order
for a Spring Suit or a
Cloak will notify us, we

IN

NEW PA

OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS

cloak house in a few
days. If any one wish-

DOCTORS TONIGHT
BI-WEEKLY GATHERING TO
BE HELD WITH DR.
REDDICK.

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

EDGAR -W. WHITTEMORE,

nifiks,w4iimo

L. B. Ogilvie

CO•

BROADWAY AND FOURTH
This evening the McCracken County Medical society will hold its bi4
weekly session with I. J. .T Redb.
•
dick, at his office on the second floor
acon
again,
sold
be
Mechanicsburg
rabbitry
a
openstion
the
for
Broadpared
on
of the Coiunebia building,
having
Fined for Tardiness.
way between Fifth and Sixth streets., was established in one corner of the count of Frank Barnard not
I/UWAH REAL. ESTA Ir•r— WESTERN KENTUCKY !ARIEL EAS1
Hon. Hal Corbett was tined $5 and Several'papers are to be presented at hospital grounds and in it a spec- paid for. it after buying the property
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
ially selected breed of Belgian hares in some morwhs ago. The distinct)"
costs by Judge Reed for getting to the meeting.
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
belongs to Dr. H. T. Hesse& who has
court late. The judge is very punctDr. C. Z. And, the president of the was installed.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
been forced into bankruptcy, and
ual and prompt himself, and wants Kentucky State Medical' society, has
On the day appoorted the selected
prep
1111:16•R W. WIIIITTILM011eire. Poo.ch.e.30.'h do
others to be that way so things can written Dr. Reddick that he will come rabbit and the man were pieced side when Barnard did not take the
poems
for
asked
trustee
the
erty,
be rushed along rapidly and without sometime soon to meet with the local by side on the operating table, both
sion to again eeil same, and orders to •
delays+. He has assessed a barge num professional men and talk over mats
influence of anaesthetics, that effect' will lee entered up today.
the
under
ber o11 fines lately for parties failing tees with them. The state president and, sekion by section, the gose.atrustee's Arthur
to get to court on time, and although resides at Cecilian, Ky., and has been rnerlike cornea from each eye of the Barnard has written
from Chicago,
Reed,
Condensed Statement of
and
Cecil
Nfartin
sometimes a kick is raised the law- to WaShington, D. C., as the reprehare was lifted and "planted" over asking them not to soil again as he
yers are pleased at his new ruling, sentative of the Kentucky society, at
the sightless balls of the man.
has raised the money to .buy in the
the gathering of a sub-body from the
because it obviates many delays.
He lay in a darkened room until property, but the sale goes ahead and
There was continued at plaintiff's national organization. The Paducah
it was determined that the healing if he wants ao buy he can come in
cost the suit of Effie Leigh against doctors 'have sent him an invitation
process had set in and that the first and bid with the others.
Paducah, Kentucky,
to come here and visit them, and hr
the Citizens Savings bank.
of the operation was a SUCCCS4.
stage
invitathe
of
Plaintiff's motion for a new trial acknowledged receipt
of business, Dec 30, 1905
close
at
Mr. Heinard was allowed to go to
Continued Until Today.
vas overruled and an appeal taken in tion, and said he would come somebeing
instructions
his home, the only
RESOURCES.
the suit of C. W. Boswell against time, but cook', not as yet decide wthai
Their was set again for yesterday
that he should rest until it was as$177,196 54
Loans and Discounts
the Citizens Savings bank. Boswell date. He was furnished with a list
the
but
case,
Schwab
Moses
the
as
were
eyes"
sured that the "new
2,830.84
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Stocks and Bonds
lost money speculating in a bucket of the dates for the local society
until
over
it
continued
again
referee
'his own. He is to go to the hospi2,000 oo
Fixtures
and
Furniture
shop, sued the shop owners and get meetings this winter and can choose
where
days to go under the today. It is in the instance
few
a
in
tal
desires.
he
ever
which
55.1 78 Sa
Cash and Exchange
a judgment. He then tried to at- just
the opera- She creditors went to force the wife
•
The doctors have about decided, to knife.again, hut this time
tach money in this bank on the
tern will consist of merely scraping into bankruptcy.
$237,306 20
grottiest that it belonged to the shop let remain like it i5 the $15 per andelicately
num license the city authorities have the serrated edges and
evenere, but lost his suit.
LIABILITIES.
manipulating the artificial membrane
profession
this
of
members
concluded
50.000 oo
Until the April term of court was
Capital Stock
con
or
convex
the
to
required'
secure
busido
3,563.11
continued the damage suit Of J. M. will have to pay each year to
Profits
Undivided
•
cave oval.
Spicer against the Paducah Carnival ness here. Last year is was $to ancithe
183,643-09
Deposits
Adjustment of probably powerful
they
tr Amman.
association.
Spices was on tfie doctors thought for a while
giassee to meet the altered condinow
but
raise,
the
again
protest
would
$237,206. 20
& C. Buy Out M:
ocean wave when it . collapsed one
Well
L
Abram
tions will follow, and then Mr. Heinight last spring during the .festival that topic has' been .dropped.
Business.
OUT
Aahbrook's
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A
vision
practilatly
nard is
assured of
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rabbit,
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RABBIT.
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GETS EYES FROM
got hurt.
To the Public: I desire to ink/tine . AND CREDITED TO THE STOCKHOLDERS
ENTITLED
none the less vision
public, my friends and patrons,
the
DEMAND.
ON
PAYABLE
SAME,
TO
to
Subjected.
Man Blind for a Year
Wants New
that I have disposed of my insurance
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
The defendant asked for a 'new
Singular Skingrafting.
business and good will to the well
trial of the suit of the Polk company
known and responsible firm of Abram
against the Paducah Packing comWashington; Jan. e3.—Most men
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
pany, wherein plaintiff got judgment see the world 'through their own eyes.
continuance of your patronage. In
for 986 against defendant because Cie Hereafter Wilton Heinard, a resident
retiring from the bunglers, which I
latter broke its lentract to supply,the of northeast Washington, will see the GLOOE BANK WILL COME IN have conducted in this city for the
FOR ITS PART OF
plaintiff with certain canned' goods'. world through the eyes of a rabit.
past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
DIVIDENDS.
On the plaintiff failing to execute By one of the most delicate skinshould publicly acknowledge my inbond for probable costs, there was grafting operations known to Todern
debtedness and appreciation of the
dismissed without prejudice the suit surgery Heinard has had fastened upmany favors and courtesies extended
of Allen Free against the Sun Pub- on his sightless balls of his eyes, Hessig Distillery Again Ordered to me, and I take this means of expresslishing company. Free is the ehanty seared by burning lye, the transparing my thanks and gratitude, with a
Be rSold in Bankrupt Court—
boater whose son died last fall and ent cornea from the eyes of a Belwish for continued prosperity and
Schwab Case T.day.
who kept the body of his boy aboard gian hare. Sight is promised him
happiness for all.
'the 'houseboat Opposite here at the again after more than. a year of total
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
Illinois shore, the lad not wanting to blirxhieso.
Referee Bagby yesterday said that
PADUCAH, KI•
o SOUTH THIRDIST:,
be buried until taken back to their
Late at eight on April 16, 1904, Mr. lie bad not yet made the order, but
We desire to inform all of having
c,ld home in Alabama. Free claimed Heinard, a prosperous dealer in the
woutd1 do so today, !sustaining the brought the business of MT. Ashbrook
the Afternoon Sun wrote up retention Eastern market, was attacked while
'claim of the Globe hank At Trust and hope for a continuance of the
of the body aboard the boat, and as- on thie way home by a negro whom
him,
company of $a000 against' the Paduaccorded
patronage
serted that the father was apparent- he had formerly employed. His as- cah Wagem Works company. The liberal
satisfaction and apall
guaranteeing
ly insane, and the body iti a- decom- sailant dashed a strong solution of bank loaned
that %MI to the company
posed and bad-smelling -condition. lye in his face. Mr. Renard was before the latter was forced into preciation.
AI1RANL L. WEIL & CO. J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLE11
He claimed this was false, and then badly hurried and hospital„ physicians bankruptcy. Now Tobias Steger, one
I
WM. MARBLE.
•
brought suit, but being writable to give declared his sight 'entirely gone.
of the directors of the defunct conLieardo
GENERAL
A
IS
Senor
TONIC.
that
is
It
rumored
bond for probable costs of the action'
Specialist after specialist was con- corn, who has a claim, of $too against
Garcia, president of Etecader, 'has
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
it is dismissed.
sulted only to report the case appar- the Vregtom estate, objected to the
taken refuge in the Brazilian legation
A PARE BLOOD REMEDY.
ently boneless. Finally one declar- bank's claim o f$2,000 being recog
at Quito.
Docket for Today.
ed there was bet one possible opera- nized, hut the judge will order that
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUBerlin haie a newspaper exhibition
rPhe first case up for this rnorfning tion and the' success
that it he included along with the balance,
of
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
i3 that, of Lee Schwab against the could not be Promised. This was and there devoted towards its liquida- showing 6,000 driffereot periodicals.
Illinois Central railroad.
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
Schwab that the cornea from the eyes of a tion whatever percentage of dividend
claim.; that the boarded a train of dt- Belgian hare be grafted upon the is declared and paid the balance of the
FECT
HEALTH.
T, LIGHTFOOT,
,
lenclant hem-, hound -for ,In Center, halls of Mr. -Heinarti's eyes,. The creditors.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
but that the railroad carried his grips injured man deeided that his condiRooms x, a and 2 Register Build. STORES.
and sample cases on to dine and tion could not be worst and it was
—LAWYERHessig Distillery.
big. 523 1-2 Broadway.
lost them. He seeks &Ma es of
termined heslyetild go under the
Today Referee Ila,gby of the hank
something over Poo. Practice in all the courts et the
eon's knife.
rued court, wilt ieole an order order Win Practi" in an'tact, 4 KmThe second proceeding doc ted
tacky.
It the patient was being prz- i ie that the Heesig dshillary in
sista Both Swan is.
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MECHANICS' AND FAR.MER.S
SAVINGS BANK
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$2,000 CLAIN

MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
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Broadway,

Undertakers and Embalmers,

MAIM, RINGER &

Lemon Chill Tonic

Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
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WHY NOT BUY THE BEST?
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TRADEVVATER
- COAL
The Coal That Makes The Most Heat
LUMP isr
NUT as
COAL

FOR

air

13 cents per bushel.
- 12 cents per bushel.

WAGONS

AT ELEVATOR. 1

Prompt Delivery. Both phones 254.

West Kentucky Coal Co.
ate, free reclining otrair cars on night
trains from Lexington and Danvine
to St. Louis, also Pullman sleeper
through from Danville to St. Louis
The Southern Railway is 23 miles
WADDIE LANG REAPPOINTED the shortest from Louisville to MANY ARE PLEDGED REV
FOR
TWO
MORE
Evansville and 43 rules the shortest
CHILES, OF THE RESCUE
YEARS
to St. Louis.
MISSION

OIL INSPECTOR

SUBSCRIPTIONS

to vacate and open headquarters else
where if he canno buy from the
owners.

Cherootannounces that he believes
he and Count) de /a Vaulx will be
ready for their try at the South Pole
within eighteen months, after having
first made numerous trips above the
Quarterly Conference.
WRITINGS OF EDITOR TO BE continent
of Europe of sufficient
Yesterday the first quarterly conUP AT W. C. T. U.
eength to demonstrate the practicabilference for the Paducah City MisTOMORROW.
ity of their enterprise 'in the Antarctic.
s'Ons for this year was held at the
The two scientists mean to go as
MAKE MEN STAND
Little'e chapel in Littleville, presided
far
south by means of automobile
County Clerk Smedley Has Added
THEIR
ON
MERITS. First Quarterly Conference of Padu- over by Presiding Elder J. D. *flackEspecial Invitation Is Extended and sleds to a point where the condia Book Copying Machine to
ard. Representatives were present
cah City Missions Held YesThese Interested in Proper
tions will be most favorable for emCounsel Hughes of Insurance ComHis Office.
from Little Cypress, Lone Oak, La
terday at Chapel
Training of Children.
barking on the balloon apyage. The
mittee Talks to Urdversity
Centee and the chapel, all of winch
type of the balloon to be used has not
lthurches have Rev. T. J. Owen for
Students.
yet been decided upon, but it is cerYesterday Judge Richard Lightfoot
Rev. Clides. of the Rescue Mis- their minister, he visiting each one
tain that it will not be bike the balThe
Paducah
W.
C.
T.
U.
will
meet
reappointed R. Wedeln Lang as offiupon certain Sundays and Saturdays
New York, Jan. 22.—In his address sion
loon which was used recently in
on South Third street, yestercial oil inspector of this county for at the late dinner of the
to preach. Dinner was taken at the tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock crossing the
ktrown
Mediterranean, since this
in tfre 'lecture room of the First Bapday
said
he
receiving
was
much
en. a period of two years, ins duties be- University club, Charlet, F. Hughes,
chapel building by the minitsers and
required water bor the manipulation
ing to entspert all the oil brought Counsel to the Armstrong Insurance couragement from all sides from par officiate, while daring the afternoon tist church.
The exercises will be devoted to the of the steering gear.
here by the Standard Oil company Commission, touteholi
incidentally ties desiring to help him raise funds the business was transacted and the
How will the travelers be able to
for sale. He sees that it is up to upon the legislative inquiry recently eo be can buy the building in widen respective congregations all found to department of mothers' meetings, determine their
pOsetion after the bal'Mrs.
he
Parl
hae
conducting
been
Not-yell,
mission
his
superiqeadent. loon voyage
the standard and is paid so much conchaded. Among other things he
be int excellent condition.
has
begun? This is a
The hour will be given tin"Y04tudy
work for a nurrebon of years past.
for every barrel he examines.
sciid:
curious, question which Dr. Ohareot
selections
of
He
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not
from
yet
started
the
'secure
out
op
writiogs ill& Dr.
Subscribe for the Daily Register.
"Wihen sport cutivates the sentidiecuse before the Geographical
ment ghat money is the best thing, contributions and donations, but Delivered to your home for to cents Mary Wood-Allen, the able eehtor of society next week. According to Dr.
Notary Public. the
magazine
many
have
known
informed
as
sums
The
him
awaia,
American
a week
E W. Whittemore filed his corn- then sport is a bad thing.
Mother. There is probably no other 'Ohaeot the discoverer 'might pass im"When we look about u.s we see ho• appearance at their respective
mediately over the pole itself in his
misseon as a notary public and qualThe temperature dropped forty de- woman so eminently qualified to airship -without suspecting the fact,
that college men in the world are places, and the noble worker is very
fied as such.
teach
in
that pertains' to the highquite as ready to get their share of hopeful of getting up enough to pur grees at Burlinigton, Ia., Sunday, folest ideals of motherhood, both physi- aince the compass would, be useless
the graft as men who have not had chase the place, which he will have lowing a thunderstorm.
The eigheat
Property Sold.
cality and in a sp4t-in/4 sense, as Dr. 'in such a situation.
an education. Nowadays the young
mathemical and aetrolanntical skill
Property lying at Eighth and Clay man COM`, out of coilege with the
Wood-Allen In the first place she
street+ hats been sold by Mrs. Anna sole idea of 'getting on.' Po do t
is t well-equipped physician having will be necessary to determine the
approximate locality.
M. Berry to L. D. Potter for $2, he is willing to sacrifice his independgraduated with honor in the medical
"Wle ello not know how the Welldepartment of theeUniverstity of Mech000, and the deed was filed for rec- ence and his sense of honor. He will
expedition will settle this." reman
igan, likeides she has given years to
ord with the clerk.
become *e tool of a political leader
a study of the great, masters both marked Dr. Oharcot. "Perhaps Mr.
Herbert White sold to L. D. Pot- and will put himself in a position of
Wellman has a secret we do not, posof the past and present in who have
ter for $1,800, 'property at Eighth moral servitude to pbraae him.
.5ess.
It is an, obstacle in our way
'given
to
the
world,
the
best
lred Clay streets.
that is at present."
"When it
made plain that men
known, in regard' to the development
stand on their merits, then young
of child life and the yaws of childLicensed to Marry.
men will feel a: spirit of ernancipee
Worrying HittisdW Unnecessarily.
hood.
The clerk 'saved a wending license
(Savannah, Ga., News.)
Not only this but she has also reto jatnes Davie, aged 24, of the city, RESIGNATIONS OF ALL
There .is a Kansas editor who ie
vealed the highest standard of mothand •Nett iv Schultz, aged 27, of MeOFFICIALS DEMANDED.
worrying for fear he will not he able
erhood in herself, as evidenced' in the
tropolis. They are colored.
after reaching paradise to get his
Jackson, Miss., Jan. 22 —A masscharacter and physical attributes of
shirt on over his wings. But bet himt
meeting of citizens, was -held at Canher own sons and dnughters.
New
Machine'.
cease fretting. Angels do not wear
ton, Saturday and the resignations of
00"
All wiho are nue-teeter' in the right
clothed in their innoCounty Clerk Hiram Smedley yes- all municipal officers, from Mayor
training of children will be made ehirtin they are
cence. Moreover, it is not quite certerday added another book copying Yendall down to the superintendent
very welcoetni ItIorrrorrow after noon,
tain that they have a K/111,31719 editors'
machine to his office, which makes of the lighting plant, were demanded.
at this meeting.
wing 3
and
corner in paradise,
two now, needed because of the inSeveral of the older men have rewouldn't stand the temperature in the
creased work occasioned anound the signed and others will do so. It is
SOUTH
POLE
other phace.
office by reason of additional busi- charged that an official of the lightBALLOON
IN
reoe as Paduoah gets larger. The ing plant sold machinery •belonging to
malhintes are of the kind that a rec- the city, valued at $1,600, for $eo and
French Aeronaut and Scientist Planord book can be put into same and failed no turn the latter sum into the
ning to Try to Sail Over It.
there copied into it deeds, mortgages treasury. The itteestigntion of the
etc., jtest like writing a letter on
Highest price paid for second-hand
affair mtade by thecouncil was tinsat•
Paris, jan. 23.—A voyage to the
typewriter of the usual kind.
isfactory and the mass-meeting- folSouth Pole in S steerable hallo!' is
lowed.
pr'oje'cted by Dr. John
Oharcret,
Free Reclining Chair Cars.
leader of the recent French expedition
The Southern Railway have inauguWs. JOthat W. Cook, of Richmond,
of the Antarctic and Cemite Henry de
rated free reclining chair!' car service Ind., was kililleTi and four other perBuy anything and sell everything.
la Vatilbe, one of the best known of
betiween Lotneville and Evansville on -sone injured as the result of an exthe French aeronauts. Thee men 918-220 Court street. Old phone 13rill.
their fast ehrough trains leaving plosion of acneylene gas.
have organized an expedition Which,
Lpuisville 7:jb a., tn. and 5:00 p. m.
thotigh in the opposite direreion is to
daily and running solid to Evansville,
Twelve men are in the jail at Pine'he avowedly a rival of the Walter
without change. This line alst over- ville, Ky., charged with murder.
mmunuessammassoutummummustusunummuntstmuttnuttuu=nuttu Wel)man North Pole adventure. Dr. • Moving wagon in connection.
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AMERICAN MOTHER

Rudy,Phillips & Co.
219-223 Broadway.

TO TEST NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING
Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday and Friday
January 23, 24, 25 and 25 we will accept
this ad. as 10 per cent. on any purchase
of 50 cents or over in our shoe department
Remember, this is for the days mentioned.
Cash sales only.

NOTICE/

bto-Ves tn,r2c1
Ftutritbre.

Rudy, Phillips & Co.
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fcets of radium Dr. Able says, "My
definition is that .the effect of radium
produces a sort of an, auto-intoxicasystem.' I hriee been
tion lipOn
PUBLISHED BY THE
carrying this little box containing
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
these phials about in my waistcoat
(Incorporated)
pocket," he went on, "but I don't pro
At Register B-uilding, 533 Broadway.
!pose to do it nny more. I find also
that in 'handling the little phials the
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
tips of my fingers become very sore
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
—the skin peels off."
Secretary.
WILHELM,
ROBERT S.

THE REGISTER
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The Owensboro Inquirer drops this
wise suggestion to its council: "The
cotwcil can break up gambling even
if the mayor cannot do it. All of
the gambling houses except one ate
over saloons and they cannot un
profitably anywhere eine. The council should make it a condition of every license backed' by a good bond of
$1,000 that no gtatmlithrg shall be con
ducted in or over any saloon during
the life of the license, and that the
license shall be forfeited upon satisfactory proof to the mayor and council that its provisions have not been
complied with." The Inquirer's suggestion is worthy of trial anywhere.

AWFUL iPSORIASIS
35 YEARS
Terrible Scaly Humor in Patches
All Over the Body—Skin Cracked
and Bleeding—Itehing Unbearable—Cured by Cuticura in Thirty
Days at Cost of $4.75.

ACKErSTOITE

HOSPITAL WARD
MEN CUTTING DOOR, WHILE
NEW WARD WILL BE
STARTED AT ONCE.

Work of Installing the New Boiler
Has Been About Completed by
the Mechanics.

We offer some of the most attractive goods it has
ever been our pleasure to own.
NEW EMBROIDERIES.

A SPECIAL LOT OF FINE SWISS AND NAINSOOK MATCH
-*The workmen for Contractor Wm.
PRICES.
LESS THAN THE REGULAR
Lockwood are now at work cutting SETS AT ONE-THIRD
AND
EDGING
OF
WIDTHS
THREE
MOST OF THE SETS ARE IN
man opening for another door in the
$5.00
.
THIS:
Year
LIKE
ABOUT
at
One
basement of Riverside hospital
AN INSERTION. PRICES RUN
3.50
Six Months
Fourth and Clay streets, while tomor
1.25
SQ
•
2c; MEDIUM EDGE, ige; WIDE EDGE 25c.
/
Three Months
NARROW EDGE 121
row or next day the men expect to
"I was aftileted wi& psoriasis for commence the work of convertingOne Week
thirty-five years. It was in patches all the basement into a finished war.1
NARROW EDGE, aoc; MEDIUM EDGE, 35c; WIDE EDGE, 35c.
over my body. I used three cakes for the care of patients therein. He
Anyone failing to receive this paper
of Soap, six boxes
NARROW EDGE, 25c; MEDIUM EDGE, 35c; WIDE EDGE, 48c.
regularly should report the matter to
Cuticura Oint- was given the contract to do this the
TeleThe Register office at once.
ment, and two first of the year, and has been orderTHIS IS THE BEST VALUE WE HAVE EVER OFFERED IN
phone Cumberland 318.
bottles of Cuti- ed to proceed with-the work, but hay
ONES COME
CLASS OF EMBROIDERY. THE WIDER
THIS
curs Resolvent. I mg -so many Other contralts ahead
bathed with the hc has not yet been able to get start ONLY IN 454 YARD PIECES. THE NARROWER ONES g YARD
Soap, applied the
little PIECES. IT IS IMPORTANT TO SEE THIS LOT AT ONCE IF
Ointment ohs* a ed. The weather has worked a
day, and took the against him also, but he believes that INTERESTED IN FINE
EM-BROIDERIES.
Resolvent as di- by tomorrow the men will have finmeted. In thirty ished the new door and got started
.
Wednesday Morning, Jan. 24, 1936.
days I was completely cured, and I upon the balanocitof the improvement
think permanently, as it was about five that will cost close on to $1,000.'The
A SPECIAL LOT OF SHOWY HAMBURGS—FOUR THOUSAND
years ago.
If the men who created or caused
basement will be used for the color"The psoriasis first made its
YARDS IN THE LOT—AT st, Wac, roc, 15e.. 20c, ase AND 35c. THIS
The legislature is cutting out too ance in red spots, generally fo
a ed peopile after it is completed and.
the wars leali also. to do the fighting
IS THE BEST LOT OF THE KIND WE HAVE EVER SHOWN.
aspot about the upstairs quarter now used by the
there wonid be fewer wars. The loss mudh reform work. Anything can be circle,leaving in the center
the size of a silver dollar of sound flesh. clarifies will be turned ovelr to the
in all Wars are the country's mislead as badly overdtone as well as not In a short time the affected circle
use of white people, the large patpatrktas and not its hot-headed gov- properly done. A conservative re- would form t a heavy dry scale of &white ronage of the latter making, it comsilvery appearance and would gradually
SPECIAL LOT OF HAMBURG YOKINGS OR ALLOVERS-ernmental controllers. tinfortunat efy. handling of the most grevious faults drop off. To remove the entire scales pulsory that more room be procured.
TWENTY STYLES—AT 35c A YARD. THIS IS A SNAP.
in the laws is all the state wants of by bathing or using-oil to soften them
would be perfectly raw,and a
New Boiler.
legislature; not a whole mess of the flesh
the
light discharge of. bloody substance
The mechenics have about finished
A writer in a Canadian magazine
new and experimental laws to further would ooze out. That scaly crust would putting in the new boiler at the river
New
of
thus epitomises the history
It
hours.
twenty-four
in
again
form
annoy and'vex the people.
was worse on my arms and limbs, al- side hospital, and expect today to
York: The place was settled by the
YARD WIDE FINE MADRAS CLOTH IN ALL SORTS OF NEAT
it was in spots all over my commence using steam made through
though
Dutch, is run by the Irish and is
DESIGNS SUCH AS FIGURES, STRIPES AND CHECKS,
PRETTY
convict,
-workhouse
A Louisville ex
body, also on my scalp. If I let the it for heating purposes instead of
owned by the Jews. The writer is who claims she was injured by the scalesremain too long without remov- utilizing the street roller that was
AT 135/2c A YARD—LIGHT COLORS ONLY.
evidently of the "dollar-a-line" class, explosion of a boiler in the laundry ing by bath or otherwise, the skin pressed into service when the old
THREE THOUSAND YARDS OF YARD WIDE PERCALES, ALL
would crack and bleed. I suffered
as he fails to speak of the combines, room of the establishment, where She Intense itching, worse at nights after boiler gave down and which will be
NEW
STYLES, BOTH LIGHT AND DARK, AT 12%C A YARD,
sent back right away to its shed near
tru-ts, insurance companies and, iast was put /to work, is to ..sue the city getting warm in bed, or blood warm
this
city's
on
Madison
house
power
almost
be
would
by exercise, when it
BIG LOT NEW DRESS GINGHAM& ALL NEW, AT toe A YD.
but not least, the Wall street gang for $ici,000 damages. Evidently this unbearable.
street between Ninth and Tenth.
"To sum it all up, I would not go
and their pals in iniquity, the Stand- woman has found a s,hater lawyer
A BETTER GINGHAM (ALL NEW) AT zaVac.
•
through such another ordeal of affliction Ten Per Cent Broadway Investment.
trd Oil company.
who wants a fee.
for thirty-five years for the State of
THE CUT PRICES N ALL CLOAKS, DRESS SKIRTS AND
For $3,500 we offer a 3-story brick
Kansas. (signed) W. M. Chidester,
THE REFURS VIILL CONTINtir. THROUGHOUT THIS WEEK
business building between First and
' Though it has been filthy lucre
Hutchinson, Kan., April 20, 1906."
Cutleara Soap, Otatnient, sad PIN,are aid ehreaglaost Second strees, lot 18x65, that will pay
EVER
MADE
HAVE
WE
DUCTIONS
MADE
GREATEST
ARE
THE
Dos!Ww•
sis.
ever since the making of money beOw world. f'otter bra'•Chem. Co=14114=
permanently to per cent net on th, IN PADUCAH ON
lir Moiled Tres,"Hoy to Can
SEASONABLE GARMENTS
gan Congressman Gaines, of Tennes%vestment. Nothing better in Pasee, has reintroduced his old bill to
ducah than this for a safe business
ing the respective interests of the building investment.
speedily retire government money
FOUR OF THEM ARE CHARGED order, and are conducting the adWhittemore Real estate Agency,
when it becomes dirty. The bill is
WITH THE SCHOOL
dresses every few weeks. They have Fratznity building Both phones 833
widely favored both as a sanitary
thus far proven unusually attractive
BREAKING.
feature's, as large crowds are always
and a decent idea, by the press and
on .hand to hear the subjects thor- Important License Notice for 1906.
the people. Secretatry Shaw has sugPoindexter Charges Young oughly covered by the spirited and
gested that the government can well Lucy
'The present license ordinance Imresourafut remarks.
Her—
poses a penalty cr( ten percent. to
afford to pay the cost of transporta- • Prentice With Smacking
Angles Not Arrested
be added to all licenses not paid withtion to the treasury of wornout and
' Fraternity Directors.
in thirty days from Jan. 1st, 1906.
directors
of
board
the
evening
Last
badly 'soiled notes.
rrhe treasurer is required to collect
Fellows
for the Masonic and Odd
this pcnaky on all license not paid
Yesterday Detectives Moore and Building compeer, held qa
Great is the South especially as a Bakee worked out who it was that
meeting to transact i*ipmant,b i before Feburary 1st, 1926.
productive section of the nation. broke into the sdhool of Miss Alice
Mierchams, lawyers, physicians and
nes& before them. At the next gattitrThough it makes only about ten per Compton, of Kentucky avenue be- Mg of the directorate it is probable all others, including owners of vehicle-fa anit dogs,' who are kable for
,cent. of the wheat crop of the United tween Seventh and Ninth streets on the officers for this year wil be
license tax are notified, to come to
night and stole the clock and chosen.
Sunday
States, but, without counting Misthe treasurer's ofhce during the month
other things.. The culprits proved to
souri, it makes about one-quarter of be four small colored boys and they
January and pay their license or
of
Sessions.
Lodge
they
will suffer the penety added by
the corn, most of the tobacco, all the were summoned by the detectives to
This evening the Eagles' k4ge
rice, all the cotton and. sugar cane. appear before Judge Sanders in the meets at their quarters in Sixth and
In fact all professions, avocations,
The 643,000,000 bushels of corn made police court this morning. The lads Breadiway, While Olive camp of the
contractors and deniers of all kinds,
at
%Oho
nie
13e.n,
Blakely,
are
evening
in
lives
the
this
gather
Woodmen
in the South in 1905 is estimated to
restaurant
and
Tomorro ve boarding houses
tobacco warehouse at Second and Fifth' and
r oadwa y.
be worth, $350,000,000, Which is about Jefferson streets, where his father is
and are required to
night Jersey camp of the Woodmen keepers are liable
half the value of its cotton and cotton watchman; Sunnie Strickland, who meet at Third and Elizabeth, while pay a license tax, which are subject
products for the year. Commenting lives on Seventh between •Broadway tomorrow night Mangan lodge of to penalty if net paid.
WE
THE SECOND TERM BEGINS SOON
Respctfully.
Clarence Old Fellows meets aTho, at the Fraon these facts the St. Louis Republic and Kentucky avenue;
LEHNHARD,
GEORGE
Tomorrow night
Holmes, who *resides on Washington ternity building.
HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW
says: "Counting in the Peanuts, the
Lice-name Inspector.
near Eighth, and Kimberly Ratcliffe, the Elks net on North Fourth.
produce of 'Southern fields, gardens of Eighth near Washington. All are
OTHER CUSOMERS
WHAT YOU WANT
and 'orchards for 19o5 is estimated to small chaps. The Blakely lad had
SAY THEY SAVE MONEY BY
DEALING
$1.800,000.000, Which is given the clock to a woman who pi.
be NS cl
the
a
at
to
it
darkey working
WITH US
enough to pay the interest-bearing sented
wat
plant, where it was recovered
over.
twice
States
United
the
of
debt
detectives.
WHY NOT LET US "SHOW YOU"
The output of its ,manufacturing inalthough
great,
so
not
is
dustries
Woman Smacked.
ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
All We ask is the Chince
Lucy Poindexter, negress, Yresttr- TO
ready large and growing fast."
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
cay had a white boy named Prentice
There is evidence from another warranted on the....etkarge of smackma
ing her in the face with his fist while We make this offer not only to insure that we are, it only the CHEAPstate that the p4014ition law is a down about Second and Court street.
in
PaduJewelers
v
Manufacturing
and
Watchmakers
iEpatapLAggfz.,
5ZeASILS,frijrAfrof*fi
EST, but the BEST
dead failure. New‘liampShire- lately The lad was arrested by Officers
cah.
repealed its. prohibition law and en- John'son and Hessian,.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for ho.
acted local option instead,- and the
Not
Yet
Arrested.
Credit to those who want it.
It is poor economy to have
change has given satisfaction bkcanse
•N'esterclay the bastardy warrant
your watch repaired by the
re)desired
the
it has accomplished
against Reese Angles ttas turned
CHEAP man
GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
SATISFACTION
extent.
satisfactory
suit to a more
ever to (onstabltisk, C. Shelton by
You want FIRST CLASS
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
This fact is so declared by the liquor Sheriff John W.. Ogilvie. Angles
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.
lieen.,e commission, which board has will be arrested this morning and has
already arranged for this bond. He
control of the license business of the is charged with beinv the father of
slate. This board in its late annual the illigitimate child of Miss Hattie
We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work
eeport declares that there has been Park.
BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices which defy
promptness,
marked improvement in the situation
We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
competition.
under the operation of local option
Chime Clocks. Clocks calkd, for and delivered at
Hall
and
English
as contrasted with conditions' under
tif
do Gold and Silver plating at slim-ft notice and short
We
request..
your
the prohibitory law. Under the new
you wtit. We will take in exchange for
while
reset
Diamonds
prices.
order, Which has been on trial less
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER whic'h you have no use
than three years, the commissioners FRIDAY EVENING INGLESIDE
for, giving yeti full market value for same, which i about the same ar
MEMBERS
HAVE
ANOTHER
say, "there has been an improvement
s----s,.-ENTERTAINMENT.
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
in the conditions that formerly existed, and the effect of the adoption' of
the license system has been bene- The Fraternity Building Directors WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
Probably Elect Officers at Its
ficial."
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
"
Next Meeting.
30 DAYS ONLY
Dr. Robert ble, resident sitrgeon
roc UP
75e up Watch Hands
Watches cleaned and examined
of St. Luke's 'hospital in New York,
The second of the series of ertter , 'Mew Mainspring, best quality
we up
e
—"
Glasses
75C up
Watch
who .has made many 'experiments
tatining debates ssing conducted b§ New Case or ,Hairspring
75c up Watch Keys —6..1.... 5C
with radium for the cure of disease, Ingleside lodge..Of Odd Fellows, will
50C up.
says that radium is not a cure for 'be held Friday evervintg at their hall New Jewels, whole or cover
and
Watch
Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
in
cheapest
the
are
in
which
We
at
the
fraternity building_
dean-seated forms of ,cancer, but'he
the
on
made
be
will
time
speeches
year.
one
Highest vice paid for Oki Gold and
for
guaranteed
work
has found it available for the cure of
subject; "Resolved--Thar, Is It To
Silver.
superficial stores of a rnatifelatt char- the Best Interest to Confer Only One •
acter. He declares, horever, that lit Degree Each Niglht."
Mr. P. J.
has demonstrated that radium wili Ember-shack and B. If. Thomas will
cure the obstinate disease known' as take the affiematilve and Maas-s.
Robert L. Corner and V. 6. Berry the
Watch Maker, Manufact4ng Jeweler and Optician.
goitre, an4.tihat he reli ved himself
negative.
&lb BROADWAY, PAD,UCAH, KY.
NEW PHONE ii3-11,
of that disfiguring disease Y the use I The lodge some weeks since inCredit to those who seed it.
of the substittee. Concerm
the ef- augurated a series of debate-s regardEntered at the postoffice of Paducah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
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ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA

• 1

,, •

HAMBURG EMBROIDERIES.

HAMBURG ALLOVERS.

NEW WASH GOODS SPECIALS

•

&IN

LADS ROUNDED UP

PURCUMHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY.

PADUCAH. KY.

WHY NOT PURCHASE YOUR
School Books and
School Supplies at,

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT.

We Otter $50 Reward

1

Repairing Department,

LODGE DEBATES

diepoor)
,56606
6668
660

It
It

Jeweler
gaireww-mgirkrikartA;wkwamseagri;

x451411144•31

6441160;401

XMAS IS GONE, BUT

Welch's Jewelry Store

A. [LOCK

is still headquarters for anything
in the line.

224 Broadway,

•

IMPORTANT ri

_
LL. WOLFF

It

4.

PADUCAH, KY.

•

MID

amen
k•4••••••11,1~4.111..111..11
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Biggest Stock

Satisfaction Suaranteed

Lowest - Prices

- Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers

•
•

The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72

South iras nominated a full Repuhlican president.
"This is not a question of what
President Roosevelt's, intentions are
or what his 'desires are. 'He has said
CHARGE AGAINST CALDIWELL he would not accept another nomina- THIS YEAR IT WILL BE GIVEN
tion, and I believe he means it, but
WOMAN IS AGAIN POSTDURING THE MONTH OF
the people have tiebected him as their
PONED.
SEPTEMBER.
agent to accomplish certain things,and
the opposition that believes, it can' get
rid of both Roovevelt and his policies
Earnest Roak Fined and Sent to Jail
by defeating his reconUnendtations will The Probabilities Are It Will Be
For Ten Days—John O'Neal
Conducted Upon the New Race
wake tip with a headathe on the
Gets Postponement.
Course.
enserrring after the next national Repubbcan convention, for the people
will give ohern Roosevelt until they
Yesterday, morning in the police give the people what they waht."
The horse show promotene have
court there was again called the case
arranged for this year ,to give their
charging Mennie Caldweil, colored',
entertainment during the month, of
with malicioteely stymieing her eirus
September and not Octobes, as last
band, Bed Oaltlevelb, on North Ninth
fall, because the weather is too chil4tisSet. On aceount of
ly during the latter period. Last
tifing.unable to attend court, the 'matter went
year the first night was all right, but
over until today. The maw aria wife
the others were entirely too chilly
WOODS
THINKS and kept messy people
have eiserned atil along the thooting CHIEF
away. One
SHOULD BE MADE TO
was an accident, the wife pit-kireg up
night there was hardily anyone in the
REAR
OF
BUIL
DING
.
the gun, pointing it at 'her husband
grandstand and President R. B.
playfully, and bkasiug away.
Phillips and the others do not want
There was continued until today the
to have s-tilh a late date this year
warrant charging John Armstrong The Chief Gets Letter From National for fear the weathe
r will repeat itUnderwriters About Improvewith carrying concealed weapons..
.
ments—Department Horses.
Ernest Roark was fined $es and orProbabilities are this fall the enter
dered eent to jail for ten days on
tainment will be given upon the new
the charge of carrying concealed
race track promoter,
: are advocating
weapons. Hee took an appeal to the
Chief James Woods of the ere de- low two miles eut behind Oak
circuit,court of that. part of the penal- partment, yesterday said it
would take Grove cemetery on the Hinkleville
ty imposing the jail sentence.
Ihe a twento-five foot addition onto the road. Parties 'have closed an opappeal generally disposes of the caTes, rear of the Fourth and Elizab
eth tion upon a piece of land in that sec
as that is ordinarily the last heard tercet tire department house
to put tem and intend starting a race course
of it.
the place in condition to care for the weh a big grandstand and other
apJohn O'Neal was given a continu- tire engine diet will be installed
at purtenances. The intentions are to
ance until today Of the proceeding that building for use during frrs that
get the street car company extend
charging 'him with a breach of, the visit the factory district of that vicina spur track out to the trace course,
peace.
ity. 'Between the rear of the present the spur
to lead off from the loop
building. and etid of lot, there is a the compa
ny management talks, of
space of es feet jest large ewatigh for running
through that section of the
the proposed addition that has been Solitary,
to connect in belt-line form
authorized. witile to the wick of the the
end of the Rowlanidtown line
building is seventy-five feet that
with that of the Wallace park- line
could be partly used, but the clvief ir
Arcadia.
BOLT PULLED OFF FOLLOW- thinks the present rear wall sof the
The
parties behind the new race
baildfavg shou/d be torn oat, and
ING HEAD LAST
track state that it is eurely a go.
addition put on there, as they could
NIGHT.
operations for opening the place
then get in and out of the building and
will be 'taken up actively after
This Makes Third Time In the Past a great deal; easier than if the en- spring opens up.
largement was stationed at any other
Year Tbst This Mishap Has
point
, House at $SSo•
e -e -Qt4larted

SHOOTING

le

SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STRE
ET.

HORSE SHOW

DON'T LOSE AN:OPPORTUNITY .
et

0 SHOES

ALL STYLES

FIRE ADDITION

•

LIGHTS OUT

4
4.

•

1-at night ihartly after to o'clock
an accident happened to the machinery at the city's poveerhouse, on Madison between Ninth and Tenth streets,
and necessit atco the street corner
electric arc lights being shut direet.
Superintndent Kebbler of the plant
says they will be unable to resume
until this eveeing.
The,threads of a bolt in the folk:miter hed had worn off and this let the
-head of the bolt pull off. It fell down
into the machine and bent the valve
stein before the inachanisen onnskt be
shut duwn. The valsve is bent it such
a manner that it has to be taken off,
heated and then placed in a lathe so
Is to be straightened back into its
peeper condition. The superintendent
and his men worked en the break all
of last eight and will continue
tilirotigbutlt today in order p get
things in shape sufficient for the
lights to be turned on again by tomorrow evening.
The maehines have such a heavy'
lead to poll that Supt. Kebbler sayi
these bolts have pulled out three times
during the past twelve months and
caused them delays. This last time
'belied a new bolt made of Norwegian
iron, the hardest known, but it seems
It was not strong enough to hold.
'The plant needs some additional
machincey and the board of works
tried to get provision made for purchasing it out of thus year's receipts. but the legislative beards
turned it down. It is thought, however, that they will take enough out
of the contingent fend to put the
plant ,in good elope as the new outfit is absolutely necessary.
Yesterday
Contractor
William
Lockwood completed entirely the flat'
-buildir.g erected at Fourth and Monroe streete for Mrs. Bettie Buckner.
The tenants for the apartments
arz
flow moving in. The' fiats went
up
on the site of the old Murrell hom.estead.
SOUTH WANTS ROOSEVEL
T
PRESIDENT AGAIN
'Texas Man Says Democrats
Are Demanding Third Term for
Executive.
Weshisegeori, Jan, 23.e-Col. Cecil A.
Lion, the head ,of the ReptlibliCan
organization of Texas., who is here parcelling out federal patronage for
loyal
Republicans of the hoitec Star
state,
nays the South wanes' Previd
ent
Roosevelt elected again in op&
Said
the colonel this afternoon: o
"Jacob Mee, of litne"fror4r.
: IA not
oniginal in reopening anther term
for Pereident Roosevelt. The South
domande -lase, rennntination, and.
I
fancy he must fideinvionnte popularity
,*till in. the North lind
Vest when
the solid Deimioeratie Seitath Mei
as it
does. Let it be, i
the

National Underwriters.
Ohief James Woods ha, gotten a
letter from the National Board of
Fire Underwriters wanting to know if
the Paducah authorities had complied with all the instructions of the
fine insurance companies, given one
year since when the companies raised
the rates, or put on the "pink slip"
that was kept on until the improvements WM- made. The chief informed the national body, in replying
yesterday. that tb orders of the companies had been complied' with, except as regards that provision stipulating that overhad wires shouts, he
taken down and put under ground.
The reason this was not complied
with is la-cattier after the companies
ordered that they recinted the in-

'Ni 3-room Salem avenue house,
2 minutes' walk from car line, went
for $7 per month. Pays Is per cent.
Whittemore Real estate Agency,
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
struction, and let the wiring remain
where it is.

TO TRY OUR

We Do Repairing

Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675.

309 Broadway.

Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps

BooksiatUsually

5. Per
Cent.

OFF

Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped faee lips
and bands. Wintry winds dry
up
the
natural
moisture
th. skin_ Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that supplies just the right blood moisture that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy.

THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY OF
THE PLAY, ETC., AT soc.
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN
FICTION AT CUT RATE
PRICE.
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEA
DQUARTERS" FOR
SHEET -MUSIC. WE HAI:E EVERYTHING
THAT IS NEW,

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.

Heaters

d
•

DON OILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large disp
lay
of the

J. II. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY

Victor Talking Machines

TELEPHONE 63.

prices ranging from $15 to $100.

The Victor for $22.00

Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a seasonable preparation especially adapted for coughs
aid colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.

le A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM
THE FIRST MAN TO
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD.
MY PRICES ARE:

7-inch, 35c

10-inch, 60c

Pft

12-inch, $1.00

THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS,
BRAND NEW FROM THE
'FACTORY.
MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASE
D SO RAPIDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN A N
EXTRA PARLOR TO DISPLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPA
IR BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES, COME TO. ME WITH
YOUR TROUBLES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE
YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM.
ALL
INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM
ME YOU DON'T BUY A
PIG IN A BAG---.YOU HEAR EVER
Y ONE PLAYED AND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEED
N'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSO
RTMENT
OF NEEDLES—
THE VERY INEST VICTOR'S
AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS,
GIVING THEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES.

Very.Palatable
50e and $le Bottles.

g

BACON'S
DRUG STORES.

7th
ON ALL

at 5.0c

$1.50
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price
A SPECIAL EDITION OF

Looking Over Horses.
The fire cOnsmissioners are at present looking over a great many horses
!Rorie taken them by different dealers
who want to spell, but the commissioners have not yet made any selections. They are ordered by the
legislative asaihreities to purchase two
horses for the tire engine to be put
at the South Side department house

ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR WARRANTED

MY VICTOR TALKING MACH
INE
FROM I P. M TO 9 P. M.

& Jackson Sta. phone 231
& Clay Sta., phone 31.

Paducah
Steam Dye Wueks
.•••••••••10

If you want year clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line ef samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.

PARLORS

ARE

OPEN

The Victor Talking Machine Man,

DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson,

PADUCAH, BY

L. L. BEBOUT

•-••••

sh or Credit

Or. Childress

EYE, EAR. NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and
Columbia Building
Phone 1041—Red.

General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway

Phones:Office 385--Iteddenci1a;
4

PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

Sold ..at
Gray's Buffet,
Painter House Bar,
L. A. Lagotnare4no.

Subscribe for the Daily Register.

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323

; vs, Ti• p

WHEN THE CABMEN MET.
WISE B
PUTS
a Short Season of EnMEAA STORAGE. Mere Was
lightenment to One of

LOST PARADISE.

is

A GRAND OLD RULER.

MUST HAVE DIMPLES.

FINE TRAINS

/raiser Franz Josef, Emperor of Austria and King of HunWOMEN'S BEAUTY IS NOT COYThem.
For some time the man had seemed
gary.
EMETIC WITHOUT THEN.
Ottittenden, Vt—The cracker barrel
to be asleep. He sat back in one coraggregation gathered at the general
He was a cat-man with a preternatur- ner of the carriage, his eyes closed, the
Quite apart from the foolish praise
store laat night after a day in the ally solemn and sallow floe, while tits
lavished upon monarchs for their There Are Establishment:Is That Rakikp,
woods .spotting deer runways•along horse, a venei able gray'animal with tail lower 117 dropped, his slack Angers
Slightest acts, says Penmen's Magaa Specialty of Providing4kis
which city "spirts" will be placed later and mane denuded of hair, was as sorry nursing in is lap the pipe that he
zine, Kaisl Franz Josef, emperor of
relinquisled.
bad
Opposite
him
sat
to
Now Fashionable
to slaughter buckle, if their aim be true a looking lined as ever hauled a fare
Austria ad king of Hungary, ruler of
enough, and eeveral incitileed in remi- through Chi..igo streets, says the Itoce his wife, a sheunken woman with tight
Feature.
a dozen atea and 20 peoples speaking
lips,
flat
hair,
and
an
eye.
anxious
As
nisceaces. Several pretty fair spurting ord-Heraid. The two made their apas
man
'languages,
is
one
of
the
most
she
watched
and
him
pursued the train
"We are having an unprecedented cal)
yarns had been spun when the subject pearance at the end of the Federal
remarkable figures in the civilized tor dimples," said the beauty maker,
got around to bears. Then Sim White, building cab atand on Clark street the of her thoughts she now and then
world to-day, by reason of his great according to the New York Sun. "There
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cap.'
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Dining Cars, BulLb. biggest surprise a' my life when I of the world are mightier than cannons, topic that gave her natural garrulity drafted the bill.
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a
till the year 1862. Then the fashion
"You don't suppose that I'm such me, can I'?"
beauty?
A. II HANSON, P. T.
"No." replied Miss De Mure, glancM'..
came la of sending cards the else or
dommed fool as to stay In the shade
"Certainly, my ct. Id, but don't tell ing dreamily at her new ring;
His Fair Ilaugater—Where? Winne?
Chicago,
1
"I've ; visiting cards, inscribed
all the tine?, do tniii?"-.4dainuilne of anyone. It might spoil your chances." I, merely been
Went has she got on? 'Weose
limply
with
S. G. HATCH. 0., P.
selected all of.a sudden.",
boa is
A.* • :I
4 lbs4 word.i- "A Morey Christmas."
—N. Y. Weekly.
he Lu7—Cilienan Tribune.
Paa.
*Chicago.,
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WAS ATTACHED TO DOM

ay

Singular Surgical Operation That Re.
stored the Use of a
Man's Leg.
-Grafting the bone from a dog's let
onto the leg of a man, to replace somt
five inches of bone that had been re
moved, and so saving to the man hit
'leg, was the remarkable surgical feat
performed by a local surgeon. It Witt
▪ he first recorded case of grafting upoi
the human bone the bone of one of tilt
lower animals, says the San Francisco
Chronicle.
' The patient, a Swede, 45 years old,
had fallen about 12 feet to the pavement, causing a compound fracture of
the right leg near the ankle. The
fracture resisted treatment, and in the
worse of Urns live inches of bone were
removed. It seemed that the only
thing left was amputation. The sure
soon determined to attempt to graft
.the bone from the foreleg of• dog tu
amp sawed-off end of the leg bone o9
khe man. A small black and tan dog
was selected tor the experiment, placed
- under ether, and his leg prepared. The
* ends of the bosses of the man and the
1 dog were united by silver wire, and
the dog and man fastened rigidly together In a pleat/sr east. The report
says:
'vs. Ali suffered very little pain
or Ine•avesdence except for two or
three days, deltas which the dog was
restless and would attempt to move.
The more the dog would move the
more pale was inflicted upon the man.
The dog moos realised this, so that it
eras not necessary after the fourth day
be give the dog morphine to keep him
quiet. The dog and the man became
very much 'attached' to each other."
Five weeks later the bones bad knitted firstly and the dog was removed by
sawing off his leg. The other end of
the new bone was united to the man's
bone without diffieulty. Six month's
after the union the thin bone from the
e dog's leg had grown and developed almost to the size of the original bone in
•.be man's leg. The man walks with
a cane, but can get along without it if
necessary.
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Beneficial Exorcise.
Clara-I have not seen Mr. Nicefello
with you lately.
Maud-He is practicing at the boat
club.
"I did not know he cared for rowing."
"He doesn't, but he joined a crew, to
please me."
"To please you?"
"Yea.
I thought rowing would
strengthen his arms."-N.Y. Weekly.
The Wind-Up.
He-Hello, old man. I understand
that after graduating at Yale you
spent six years among the German
medical universities.
Him-And two in London.
He-W•11, well! I suppose you're
through with study now?
Him-No; I'm just beginning a
three weeks' coarse on operating a
trolley car.-Chicago Sun.
Sure Sign.
GiMe-Well, you'll be losing your little
girl soon. See her out often with young
812114bers.

Spinks-Oh, just a boy and girl
friendship. Won't come to anything.
Giffie-Don't fool yourself. They spend
all their time looking in the windows of
furniture sores.-Chicago Sun.

Japan's Chemical Works.
Japan has 840 factories wherein professional chemists are employed. Two
of them employ over 500 workpeople,
the others range from 30 up. In the 840
are included gas works, paper works.
ceramic and lacquer woiks. Sugar factories and breweries are not included.
Many of them are stock companies Of
these 75 produce pharmaceutical prodmeta, 95 illuminating oils. 40 matches,
SO indigo, four other colors,four gas and
six incense. Japan's chemical Indusary employs 38,591 workmen. In the
catch factories there are five women
Operatives to each man. Some factorise
run 12 hours, but most of them only
ten. Men's wages average 14()end; and
women's ten cents a day.
Height in French Army.
Sinop the law of 1901 there has been
no limit of height for a French soldier;
dwarf or giant, all must serve. Before
that time the limit was only five feet one
inch. Yet the average height was not
yet run down to that of Napoleon's
"grandrarmee" in Its last yeareantlatot
;long ago it *as above that of the GerMan army measlOsed as a whole.
Never Twice
"Think it over again, Nanette, before
"
you refuse me."
"Why should I consider yolgproporial
you women zty.r think

•.frysto.nota.

More Important.
WOMAN STALKED BY LIONS.
-Ah! Mrs. Newcomb," said the up"Idiots and Duelists" Are Barred in pish Mrs. Subbubs, "my many social Terrifying Adventure with Six of
'the Big Brutes in East.
duties have prevented me from calling
Florida-Other Odd
Africa.,
upon you as I should. However, I
Provisions.
will surely return your visit some
Mrs. L. Hinds, whose hunband is subEvery one of the 45 state, has a day-"
different law as to voting, and the pro"Oh! that doesn't matter much," re- commissioner of the British East Africa
visions of these election laws operate plied Mrs. Newcomb, promptly, "but I protectorate, has had the remarkable
to exclude from the Suffrage In One do wish you'd return the groceries experience of being stalked by lions,
state those who retain it in another. you've borrowed from time to time."- and the still more remarkable fortune
of living to tell the tale. It was on the
Thus, Florida excludes "idiots and Philadelphia Press.
Uganda railway,in a spot historic for the
duellists," the two classes being apravages of man-eating lions, that Mrs.
An Expensive Age.
parently included as one.
Father (looking over the paper)- Wade met with the thrilling adventure
New Hampshire excludes paupers,
defining them as those who are re- More bad news. A hitherto unknown which she relates, says 131ackviood's
lieved from paying taxes at their own frog pond has been discovered in Cen- Magazine.
Camping out, theparty ia which Mrs.
request. Rhode Island groups paupers tral Africa.
Made
was ooula hear with horrid reguus?
Mother--What
to
is
that
and lanatics together.
Washington
Father-What is that to us! It larity the screams of the wretched vicexcludes Indians. but not Chinamen;
Oregon excludes Chinamen, but not In- means that every one of our eight chit- tims as they were carried off for the
dians. Maine includes "Indians and dren will have to have a new and re- maneaters' nightly repasts.
The camp was 70 miles from the nearpaupers" in one category, and Michi- vised edition of Highprice's geography.
est
connecting link with the outside
Weekly.
-N.
Y.
gan includes Indians and duellists.
world, and communication had to be
Texas has a sweeping provision. It
kept up daily by native mail runners. It
Pa's Language,
tncludes 'Idiots, paupers, lunatics,
was the habit of the lions to keep pace
"Of
course,
Tommy,"
said
the
new
United States soldiers, seamen and
marines," The purpose of this provi- minister, "you believe there is sack a in the long grass with the runners on
the track, and, having selected the most
sion Is to prevent soldiers of army place as hell?"
"Yes, sir,'' replied little Tommy appetizing member of the party, to
posts in Texas from voting there If
they hail from other states and is Hardman, "that's what pa sez, any- pounce upon him and carry him off into
the bush.
not • reminder of the reconstruction how."
On one occasion, when out mapmak"Indeed? What did he say about it"
sariod, for Indiana and Ohio have the
lug,
Mr. and Mrs. Hinde came upon a
about
it.
anything
say
"Oh!
he
don't
same provision of law.
party of a dozen lions, possibly the manCalifornia excludes Idiots, Chinese, He yuet sez it."--Philadelphia Press.
eating troop. Mr. Hinde fired twice,
the insane, and those found guilty of
Serious.
two of the beasts. He then
dropping
felony, tasking no distinction between
Mrs. Bubble-Oh, James, that young suggested that Mrs. Hinde should ride
the four OWN& Idaho en:gator bigamists and polygamists, but Utah has De Gatti has eloped with our daughter! back to camp, while he approached the
Mr. Bubble-Well, let 'em go. He two lions, who might be dangerous,even
so such provision. South Dakota exthough mortally hit.
cludes those convicted of trauma, and can have her.
your
auwent
in
Bubble-They
After riding for half an hour Mrs.
Mrs.
North Dakota has a like provision,
/Uncle looked back And saw six of the
though prosecutions for treason In tomobile andMr. Bubble-Great Scott! why didn' lions following her. The two native gun
these two states are practioally unyou
say so at first? Telephone to the bearers ran away, leaving her unarmed,
known. kflasiasippi groups together
alone with her salts, an hour from camp.
In the excluded class -persons who police at once!-Cleveland Leader.
She set off at a fast gallop, the sale
have not paid their taxes and bigHe Knew the Ropes.
running by her side. In their path arose
amists."
"Glad to welcome you into our little an angry rhinoceros, which fled from
Michigan excludes the "seconds" at
family, Mr. Newcome," said Mrs. Starv• them on to the lions.
duels and Minnesota Indians "lacking
em. "Our boarders almost invariably
MPs. Hinds reached camp in safety,
customs of civilization."
Tennessee
get fat."
Mr. Hinds was held up by the
while
raises no qualifications as to sanity
"Yea," replied the new boarder, who rhinoceros, on which he did not venture
and Wisconsin excludes those who bet
was not, however, new to boardteig,"I've to fire for fear of turning it on Mrs.
on elections in that state.
noticed the same thing in most boarding Hinds.
houses. It's cheaper than meat, isn't it,
INNOVATION IN COSMETICS ma'am?"-Philadelphia Press:
THE ELEVATOR BATTERY.

NON-VOTERS ARE MANY.

Satisfied.
"Did you read my no:el,Criticus?"
"Well. I read as far as the chaptet
where the hero was shot, and then I
quit."
"Oh, but the hero recovers in the next
chapter."
"I was afraid he would. That's why Cream
I quit."-Cieteland Leader.

Still in the Land of the Living.
Terrence McGraw-0i saw Norah
Moe Clerk Divulges the Scheme by
O'Toole lash t wake wid a black band or
Which She Gets Matinee
her ar-rum. Faith. an' 01 didn't know
Money.
she had losht her husband.
Pat McGinnis-I3egobs! an' it mushi
"What's a fellow going to do about
it, anyway" exclaimed • Boston shoe be some other relative, fer 01 joost met
clerk the other day, says the Shoe Re- her not an hour ago wid her eye in
tailer. "It beats me. Here comes in mourn'n'."-Judge.
Miss College Maid, and she is as fasittactly So.
cinating as she can be. She picks test
"What,then?" asked the professor, "is
a Ave-dollar pair of shoes as perfecUy
lovely,' and 'won't we charge them up the exact difference between logic and
to pa?' which we certainly will do, sophistry?"
"Well." replied the bright student, "II
because 'pa' has notified us that his
engaged In a controversy It's just
you're
credit Is '0. K.' and Is at his daughthe difference between your line of arguter's disposal.
k "But next day is comes Miss College ment and the other fellow's."-Phila• Maid with her shoes in a box under delphia Press.
her arm. She would 'really like to look
Done with Labor.
at those $.3.50 shoes,' and she finally
No. Inflict doesn't work at all now."
buys them 'And won't we give her
"You don't say? Why. when I knew
the change back,' she says with a
smile that will tilt most men from him he seemed to be a young man with
considerable push."
their balance.
"All that's changed now. He's a
"Of course, If a man made such a
considerable pull,' and
proposition we'd call the police, but 'young man with
have to work."-Philadelphia
doesn't
we're apt to bow to the Miss College
Maid with the smile, and hand over Press.
the $1.50 to her, as if she had asked
Desirable Airs.
for only a pair of extra shoe strings.
Miss Romans-You _don't appear to
Then while Miss College Maid trots off
tare much for music. Don't you even
to the matinee to spend our $150 we like the popular airs?"
euzzle our beads as to whether we
Miss Hunter-No. The only populai
thave been buncoed or whether we have air with me is the millionaire."-Tit.
buncoed 'dad,' although, to be sure, Bits.
we charge it to his account.
"And if a fellow once falls a victim
Above the Seeing Line.
to the wiles of Miss College Maid he
He-Did you get a good view from the
seen learns that she needs a new pair top of the mountain?
4 of shoes about every time a matinee
She-No; we could see nothing at all
A idol comes along."
We were 6,000 feet above see level, yoi
know.-Yonkers Statesman.
Volcano Creates Earthquake.
A remargahde example of the close
IN HOCK.
connection of volcanoes and earth*
quakes was observed by the early Spanish settlers in San Salvador. When the
water in the crater lake of llopange rose
Above •certain level earthquake shocks
always followed. So they cut a Mennel
to allow the escape of the water and to
I prevent its rising In the crater. And for
100 years there was no, earthquake in
that dittrict. Then the precaution was
neglected, thee water rose in the crater
_ and present:y a violent earthquake
Shook the country. At the same time
the lake was blown out by a volcanic
eruption.
•

I.

OF COLLEGE GIRL.

Telling Him About It.
"Charley, dear," said young Mrs. Tor
ktns„ "I am very much afraid that your
interest in sports is having a demoralizing influence on your grammar!"
He looked at her apprehensively.
"When the home team won that game
you said they fielded well."
"Did I?"
"Yes. And of course what you meant
Charley, dear, las that they felt well,
wasn't it?"
He looked about in utter helplessness
and murmured:
"Of course -Washington Star.

no. .

of Golden-Brown Used
Lend the Appearance of
Sunburn.

to

Flight of Time.
"Myra, dear," called the anxious
mother from the head of the stairs as the
clock in the hall struck the midnight
"It is a new idea," said the per hour,"have you any idea how late it is?"
ftimer. "I began it by way of a joke.
"Yes, mamma." answered the dutiful
It is selling like hot cakes."
daughter, who was plump, fair and 32;
He rubbed a little of the odd cream "but It's better late than never. George
on the back of his hand, and lo, his Is busy measuring my finger for the
"White, soft hand was as brown as a ring."-Chicago News.
sailor's.
"We have become such an out-of
Confidence Game.
door people," he said, "that a fine gold"I've seen a good many balloon asbrown sunburn is more highly prized censions," said the star boarder, "and
by us than the most delicate rose and they were all fakes."
lily bloom.
"Didn't they go up all right?" asked
"With this idea In. mind, I experi- one of the other boarders.
"Yea, but they were so tame. I've
mented till I found a harmless cream
that would give the effect perfectly of never seeni a balloonist get even the
▪ gold-brown sunburn, and that would slightest fall."-ChIcago Tribune.
disappear gradually, in a week or two,
That Magnanimity.
as real sunburn does.
First Footpad-No; de guy wuz big"I .put this cream on the market.
. start 'it .sold tremendously, ger dan I fought, an' he wouldn't cough
From the
lien and womee take buy it. And II up.
Second Footpad-An' what did you*.
ta bought not only by the clerk or
stenograriber, who never gets eta In do?
First Footpad-Oh, I displayed some
the Gun, but often by the •rich Idler,
whose life is altogether an open'-sir of dat Japanese magnanimity an' let him
one, since the latter eery frequently go.-Chicago sun.
sunburns In an ugly wae-en inflamed,
Domestic Needs.
scarlet skin, blisters, peeling-end my
Husband-Anything you want downpreparation changes all . that. giving
him the only sunburn that is worth town to-day, my dear? Shall I order
some more of that sell-raising flour?
while, the gold-brown one.
Wife-We have plenty left; but I
"Where I sell one *r of skin bleach
I sell two of this gold:brown sunburn wish you would stop at an intelligence
office and order me a self-rising servcream." ,
ant girl.-N. Y. Weekly.

ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
Clay-Eaters of North Carolina Have
Acquired a Vicious
Taste.

"The clay-eaters are hardy, but pale
The clay is a deep yellow, with
smooth, sweet taste, something like yellow jack molasses candy."
The ethenologlst had just returner
from North Carolina, where he had beer
studying'the famous colony of clay.
eaters.
"They are all of English descent." h.
continued, 'and they talk with a
marked'English accent. They are a 1k
tle ashamed of their habit. They deal
it at first to strangers. But this shame
soon disappears.
"The clay le eaten raw, cut into fount
cakes. Sometimes it is breaded, ant
served with molasses or maple sirup
Sometimes, again, it is mixed with
sweet potatoes in a pudding.
"I tried it. The taste was sickening
to me. I could so more have eaten the
loathsome stuff than I could have eateo
a plug of chewing tobacco.
"The clay is found near the mineral
streams.
They ate it first from hunger,
"Does your mother still keep summer
due to crop failures. But thee eat It now
boarders?"
as the asthma eat opium, because they
"Well, she's got two that she see she'll
have forralid a vicious taste for it."
keep all winter if they don't pay up!"Wuelngton Star. e
For Charity.
He-Wan your charity entertainment
Harvest
successful?
Now lusty tamers,
She-Splendld. We had a royal time,
Gay and blithe,
Cut Nature's coupons
all Our pictures in the papc-d, and
With a scythe.
everybody said we did just lovely. We
-Puck..
took in $2,000, too.
"Then I suppose you cleared quite a
A Man of His Word.
Mrs. Knicker-He used to say he nice sum for the hospital."
"Well-ma exactly. You see, the exwould go through thick and thin tot
penses were very heavy and after the
her.
.
Mrs. Bocker-Well, his excuses are costume, ,and .the carriage hire, and
the flowers and -the banquet to the perboth now.-N. Y. Sun.
formers pare alif pald for, it left only
abase die ft* the hotspital. But everyVoice of tl; veepis
-t has got re. boa laid it "qui a 'big snoosas."--Bal.
at old S
"I hear that
ligioo."
"Ras bet He must have net serape a
11011W114111. the'Isms.
chalice to cheat somebody else out of IL"
-Record-Herald.
"It will-ire soon ea00111, Him Gwim
pie. If -I .iretusnlikis book the next time
A Remarkable Peatnre.
It?"
He-I like her nose.
erWhy, certainly, • Mr. Feathertop
Ilbe-Why, it's crook •••
rkiN noehitirrY-r. about it. , Any Wm
r in the way
"I know It. It's n
thin-Abe seat Ma swathe WIII
When yes kiss her.- eters Mato.,
u
.
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Dr. B. B. Ciriffith
phones 240 at rc3iden.c. Office hours
7 to g a. m.; I to 3 11- r11-• 7 to 9 P. 111.
TRUEHE ART

BUILDING.

Both phone 888 at the office, both

DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway-Phone 120.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone to.,

J. C. Flournoy

Cecil. Reed

FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, ii and in, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY,

Dr. B. T. hail
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 120
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 335.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone 1692

I O.D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3s,

Paducah,

Kentucky.

E... H. PURYEAR,.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

Lnd the Starter Who Shoots the Big
Projeztilee Up in the
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
Skyscraper.
523 I-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
New Phone 490.
"No," said the elevator starter in the SPECIALTIES:
tall new downtown office building,"weAbstracting of 'Mies,
Tent-don't keep the ears waitingCorporation and
Insurance,
up-Seven!
they
fill
till
more
One-any
Real Estate Law.
-we keep them going-Fouri-all the
Urns, There's never a minute hereEighti-when you can't get a cerThreel-whichever way you want to go
-Five!-up or down. You see—"
He was a trim young man, says the
-DENTISTNew York Bun, in a trim uniform, and
Truehart Building.
he stood on the opposite side of the open
space in bent of the row of elevators.
Here he was out of the way of tie people
but could see every elevator and every OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
elevator runner could see him. Surely
there was something doing here all the
time; but still in the midst of it all the
starter found time to say a word or two OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
In answer to an interested visitor.
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
"You see," he eald-"Six!-we have a
Reotn
114 Fraternity Building.
the-Ten!
in
brokers
good many
Ohl Phone 303.
building, and naturally they don't- New Phone us.
One-wait to loos any time gettingSeven!-to and from the street, and it's
Not the same practically-Nine-with
everybody; nobody likes to wait, and so
we try to accomo-Slx!--date them. It
Residence.
takes a little more power, but no.-Three!-much, and it is convenient lot
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
the people. There is never a minute
a
car
can't-Five!--get
you
when
Telephone 270.
here
coming or going on any floor-Six!-We
keep the cars moving."
And so he certainly did. What Gridley and Bragg did in the way of firing, DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
Pastoral.
in response to those historic ordersMary had a little lamb
/20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Upon a famed ex c ursion,
"You may fire when you are ready,
Rut Mary only sigInd nnd wept
Gridley," and "A little more grape, Capt.
Both Phones 353
Because he wasn't Persian.
Bragg -wan nothing to what the startOffice hours 8 to to a. m., ; to 3
—N, Y. Sun.
er wan doing here,'tending back of his p, m. and 7 to 9 p.
A GESAT PROTECTION.
battery of elevators and firing, at the
rate of three shots a minute, enormous
projectiles through guns of a caliber
never heard of on land or sea, and keeping this firing up, not through a single
action, but day after day and week in and
week out.
St. Louis and Tennessee River Padget compsny-the cheapest and belt
Low Finance.
excursion out of Paducah.
Geosge Ads was listening gravely,to
a compliment. At the end he said:
"Thank you. You remind me of
pomething. A little while after the
appearance of my first book I went to
spend a week in a summer resort outside of Chicago. The landlord of the
modest hotel said to use:
"'Mr. Ads, you are .. literary man,
I believe"
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
"I blushed an smiled, and answered
iinN a
table,
that I had written a few trifles, noth- and rest; good service, g
Sambo gets caught in the rain without ing more.
good rooms, etc. Boats
,e each
his umbrella.
"'I have several literary men stopHow be solves the problem.-Philadel- ping here,' the landlord went on.
Wednesday and Saturday
5 p. in.
phia Press.
"'Weil, I'm rather glad of that.' For other information apply to Jas.
said I.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
"'Yes,' said the landlord. 'I like Brown, agent
Not His Fault
I tried to kiss the rosy cheek.
literary men. They never object to
Beneath that charming bonnet.
paying In advance. They are used to
And yet I failed; I only touched •
"-Washington Post
The fine complexion on it.
-Life
Sop to Cerberus
Cititaan -What have you on that plaModern Convenience,
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
Little Girl (in clinrch)- Why does so card?
Subbubs-It's a motto. "Down with
many people put those little envelopes
TELEPHONES
on th' contribution plate?
Norway."
"What do you care about Norway?" Residence 290
Little Boy-Tbem's to keep the pen°Ws su
"Oh, I've just hired a Swede cook"nies from makin' so much noise.-N.
Pittsburg Post.
Y. Weekly.

A. S. DABNEY

LAWYERS.

11. T. liessig. M.D.

gEXCURS1ON

$8.00 for the Round
Trip tolennessee river
and return.

•

Frtlavers,M. D.

T. B. harrison,

Discovered.
Stale
Patron-Why do they call this Oka
Stubb-There goes
Miss Flasher.
CITY ATTORNEY
Says she is just back from Newport a chop house?
Waiter-Why,
sir,
I
suppose
and her complexion is as brown as a
"Oh, don't trouble about It-I've
nut.
out Bring me a hatchet for
found
Penn-Yes, a chestnut-Cllieage
Rome t3 and 14 Columbia Building.
this steak, will your-Cleveland Plain
News.
Dealer,
•
'
Old. Phone zo9.
Thrle 7 Girl.
Disconsolate.
Fltr-I'd never Awry a peen iletts
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
most
'disconsolate kaki's
About
the
Trench or BrItIsh-anke.
woman we know anything about is the
Him-Good f01` you.
Attorney-at Law,
Her-Not-if I could get an American woman who holds taw team while her
does
husband
the
in
"tzading"
oil or toll baron, I a.eau.--Chleago
Room No, 5, Columbia Building.
boon.-Atobison Glob..,
Pa.

Attorney-at-Law.

0

am'

popuLAR
-

You have

THE RIVERS
Stages Yesterday.

as delicious as Mrs. Carrie Ellis'

Celebrated
Candy
Free samples given away from 4 to
ao p. m. Saturday.
AT

Cincinnati-25.o, nising.
lEvansw1ble—a4.7, failing.
IFIliorence-- Pt.8, rising.
johiesonvi::ie-12.0, rising.
Louisville-9.4, rising.
Mt Connote-45.i, easing.
[Nashvi1le--a9.7,
FittSblittir-9.3, lisiflg.
Davis hike d Dana---10.3, rising.
St. Luis--missing.
Mt. Vern—.5, rising.
Padircah--nan, rising.

MTRERSONS

tending the funeral of Little Goldie
Mae, the daughter of Engineer and
Mrs. Harry Prixler, of South Elena
enth street.
Gounty Attorney George Edwards,
WANTED—To rent 5 room house,
of Benton, returned home yesterday. with all modern improvements, CenMin-Crawforel Webbsievialting here trallY libeited. Will pay geed rent.
from Forrest City, Ark.
Address X Y Z. this office.
Mt. J.. A.. Baker and wife of Cincinnati, yesterday returned
home
after visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Van
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
Loon,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at RegMir. Charles E. Graham yesterday ister office.
went to Louisville.
-••
Mr. Robert Blacks went to New
FOR RENT—Rooms either furnYork and Pittsburg yesterday.
ished or unfurnished, at The Inn on
Mr. William Given 'has returned North Seventh street; a most
desirafrom Henderson.
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
Dr. J. E. Woelfle yesteeday went Brooks.
to Metropalis on business.
Mr. C. C. Needham, who left here
FOR RENT Five room cottage
several weeks ago for Pine Bluff, No. aeo South Fifth strews Feb. 1,
Ark., to take a place with a railroad, L. G. Orme.
is back here for a visit to Mr. C. M.
Wilkins, of Kentucky avenue. InFOR SALE—At once, a lot of upstead of taking the place with the to-date office furniture and typeroad he has been selected assistant writer. Telephone 1663.
to the state secretary for the Arkansas Y. M. Co A.
FOR RENT—Second floor apartment of Raveleigh'si flat, at Sixth and
Clay
Pairagession given February, isit

WANTS Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)

General.Cartajke 13ktirtess,
Superior Facilities for

Office

Handling Freight, Machinery

2nd and;Monroe

And Household Goods.

Both 'Phuncs it

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Well & Co„

There gets away at 5 o'clock this
afternoon for the Tennessee river .the
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bullersteamer Glyeks She remlains up that
stream until next Monday night.
Tomorrow eight the steamer Kentucloy cantos out of the Tennessee
.river. She lays until 5 elckiek SaturOffice Phone 369.
Residence Phone 726
THE REXALL STORE.
day afternoor before skipping out on
411
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
heir return tr ,
..The Joe F
r gets in this mornFor Vaults, Mbnuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
Wednesday Morning, Jan. 24, 1906 ing from Esaneville, and leaves immediately on her return that way,
The Llloini S. .Hopkins belt for
Evansvitie yestereiny and comes back
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
again tomorrow.
PRESIDENT
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSFISH
WILL
PASS
The Butorff comics in today from
ftHROUGH PRINCETON
TELEPHONE 548.
Clar ksv ate and Leaves immediately
URE AND THEN RETAINS I1S WHITENESS: does not beTODAY'.
come dark and discolored.
SAD WORD REACHES HERE for Nashville.
The Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo
FROM MAYFIED ABOUT
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
MATINEE AN DNIGHT.
at 8 o'ekicio this morning and comes
MAJ. SAUNDERS.
bark tonight about le
Delivers an Address at the Board of
The Peters Lee will get to CinTrade's Annual Banquet in
cinnati today and leave immediately
Louisville Tomorrow.
The Doctors Are Not Very Hopeful on her return this way for Memphis,
SOLE AGENT, 16o9 TRIM ELK ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Gordon & Bennett Present
of His Survival of the Sure.
; reaching he-re next ounday on be
•
kid Operation.
eay down.
This morning at to o'clock Presi- The World's Greatest Biblical Play
It has been reported from the dent Stuyviesant
Fish and Second
I ii:ast that Mrs. Grace Brown, daugh- Vice President
J. T. Harahan, of
Tan.- morning early word to Ttheli ter-in-taw of Capt. Sam S. Brown,
the Illinois Central railroad, will arfront, Mayfield wee that the, had positively employed, attorneys to rive at Princeton
Rest
from Nashville on
against
estate
tire
coma:Son-of Nitajor George W. Saun-', prosecute the suit
Beautiful and hitoric scenery.
board a special train, and proceed on
ders.WeS quite critical and the attend-; for any share that may be due and to Louisville,
where
tomorrow night
Elaborate costumes.
ing lAigeiciaras were in dbobt as to corning to her deceased husband.
at the Galt House President Fish
whillihei lit tweanld survive the day,I Now conies to this statement a flat
will deliver an address during the anas resalt of the amputation of this denial. Mts. 'Brown authorizes a denual
banquet of the board of trade
bower limb. This 1:eW 'S will be re- nial of stories .sent from Pittsburg
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
of Louisville. Superintendent A. H.
the
contest
clertererirnel
is
to
that
she
veived here with the ut-asost regret by
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR
SHOW
Egan, of the Louisville division, areverybody, as no official ever 'had will of ter faller-in-law, and that she
ROOMS.
rived
here
last
evening
from that`
ttib
more friends in a city than has the has oorne to New York to seela a
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Prices: Matinee — Children, 25c;
section add will go up this morning
genial and gallant deputy United theatical engagement. Mrs. Brown is
adults 5oc
not in -Aeaatic City, as announced in to Princeton, where he well join the
States IThirshol.
president
and
Mr.
Harahan
and
acNight-25. 35, 50, 75 and $1 oo.
condition the the Pittsburg dispatches, and has not
In speaking i
company them into Louisville.
Seats on sale Friday at g a. m
Mayfielli6 Messenger of Monday, that been. She is ill at the home of her
This is the first trip of President
arrived yesterdisn had the following sister in New York, where she has
been capstan* since she came East Fish to Nashville since last fall when
to say:
he went down to wind up the prelim•
"The host of friends of Deputy two weeks ago.
STEAM FITTING.
PLUMBING.
Yeeterdly U. S. Commissioner inaries that led to the Illinois CenMtarshal G. W. Saunders will regret
tral
leasing
Both
Phones
201.
the
132 South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avows.
Tennessee
Central
of
suits
TELEPHONE
s4a.
the
to learn that his condition has as- Armour Gardner tried
earned a more dangerous phase and Dernile Hunt aglinet the towboat railroad and thereby gaining an enhie family anes alarmed over the out- Joe B. Williasos,nfor $53 claimed as trance into Nashville, which has been
six wages, and Win. Cameron for $65 having only three roacts out of there Engagement nu Saturday of the
come. Sunday afternoon at
Famous
o'clock the wound in his leg which as wages. He gave judgment for heretofore, the Tennessee Central, L.
was caused .by the accidental dis- both the plaintiffs and the writ to & N., and N., C. & St. L., the latcharge of his pistol several days ago, serve on the boat...Awn/era was sent ter of which is controlled by the
broke open and it was only by the to Louisville yeeterday,.the boat hav- Louisville &
The address Of the president is one
diligent work of Phy-sicians that he ing gone there.
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
was saved from bleeding to death.
The Sprague and W. W. O'Neill of the main speeches to be delivered
aday morning Drs. Stevens, are due to pans down today from at the banquet which is in charge of
the leading Louisville business men. Change of Bill EveryNight.
Hunt and DiSerrukes, after leaking an Louisville with coal tows.
It was hoped the president would
Tonight Will Be Presented
examination of the wound, decided
come through vehile out pie
that the limb must be amputated to
FINE OLD WINEE AND WHISKIES.
bt Stiperintendet 'Egan !loans night
save Mir. Saunders life. The amputaavarything
seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
said
Paducah
was
not
upon
included
tion was performed by the three
Illoaaosurisy WWI for as ceina.
his
itinerary.
physicians named, the limb being amifWer...seles'
A Thrilling Drains
putated just above the knee.
—Mr. Lee Andrew, has returned
Changed His Run
6 — BIG SPECIALTIES — 6
"For several days Mr. Saunders .here trona Ballard county to again
•
appeared to be resting well and it reside.
Engineer
Edward
King,
of
the II,
was hoped that he would recover
—Paducah riniFfroOs are prepar- /Ira/is. Central, has been transferred
from the injury but new develop- ing to attend a concatenation or the tc the freight run between here and
Ladies Free again tonight, When
ments arose Which necessitated the order at Cairo February and.
Mounds, Ill.
accompanied by a person holding a
quick amputation of the .kg. This is
—Thomas E. Davis, oL Wingo,
paid 3o cent ticket, if purchased bedeeply regrettedl as 'Major Saunders Ky., tiled a petition in bankruptcy
Gone to Covington
officers
is onesof the most popular
yesterday, giving $275 liabilities and
Seats on sale at usuel hours at the
Fireman E. L. Brake, of the local
in the county and was always found no &sleets.
box office of The Kentucky.
e
intrusted
yards,
deity
has
Covington,
gone
to
main to peyform any
—Fire destroyed the $4,000 Methoto him. Tie is made up of pure nerve dist church at Wicklice, Ky., yester- on business and while there is the
guest of his cousin, Mrs. Dora
and integrity and never feared to day morning.
Cobbs.
battle theavoret of weather."
—E. B. Smith, aged 42, died of
DENTIST.
ureamic
poisoning
yeettrday at
Lowes, and will be buried today
Notice.
Office over Globe Bank and Tryon
there. He is survived by a wife and
Ca, 3o6 Broadway.
Paducah lodge No. r27, F. and A., three children.
Circe Wledneeday afternoon
—Miss Bessie Sm.edley charmingly
o'clock for the purpose of pay- entertained Use P. H. G. L. club
at
ing the last sad tribute of respect to last evening at her home on South THE FOOKS-ACREE COMPANY
our departed brother, William Por- Fifth street near Husbands.
HAS MADE ITS SEteous'. All Wer Masons invited.
LECTIONS
—William W. Walters, fireman at
Free Delivery—
Telephone 756.
FRED ACKER, MlaSter.
the Tens.h and Clay station house of
Having
secured
the
services
of Mr.
thc city fire department. hae resigned
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
The Ramsey society, Broadway Mi iris place .to become foreman for the
'The Con.cern Is Now Opening Its to meet his friends and old customE. Oherch, will have for sale most Columbia factory • that bought the
Office and Yards at Tenth and . ers, promising them the quickest serOf Paducah, Kentuagy.
delicious cakes, pies( and candy at Rex factory in, Medhaniceburg. W.
Monroe Streets.
vice and nothing but the best drugs
L. B. Ogilvie's> next Saturday.
H.. Pirtle. a potter, is tenaporarly
Capital and Surplus; $1/
at reasonable prices
55,000l
filling the vacated place until the corn
Secretary George Snadon, of the misseioners next month select a perThe Fooks-Acree Lumber company
Dark Tobacco Protective Association manent man.
that Was incorporated week before
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
and. Mr. ,John B. Allen, of the exG. W. ROBERTSON, V. Pin..
lave has olected its. officere and diecutive hoard, were here yesterday
N.
•
W.
VAN
CUL1N
CASHIER.
rectors. The latter chosen were T.
en route to Murray to attend a met
Transacts
all
regular
banking
business.. Solicits your &walla Pays
D. Fooks, Frank B. Smith, C. L.
it' of the Calloway county, branch of
Acrec, D. W. Fooks and George W.
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes lit
the orgarization.
Ire
Oliver, while the officials are E. P.
.proof vault for rent at $3 to Sio per Year as to else. You can.
Weaks, president, Frank B. Smith
"yaps ova
Druggist Earl Dunn has gone to vice president,
and T. D. Fooks seckey and no one but yourself has access.
Dyietariburg. Ky. to vieit for a month. retary and
treasurer.
Mr. W. T. 14fiangurn, of Dresden,
The concern is prepareing to open
Term., is here visiting his brother, its
.office and yards it Tenth and
4,40•444044401•14.••••44444.444014,44•4144,44+1444440
"Blind Joe" Mlangerm, the famed Monroe
streets, where the building is
is
.
violinist.
I 1. now . being put up. Immediately
Ma. Oscar Kluge, 'Mrs. Minnie
there will beam:reed to that place the
Kripke, Miss Helen Kluge, of Gol- planing
and Saw mill Mr. Perak!, has
Eckenburg,
conda, and Mr. Ohris
of
been operating down below RowlandMetropolis, were here yesterday aaLiver Capsules
town for some months. Messrs.
Weak's and Smith are member!, of,
For Torpid Liver and Malaria.
Will bring pleasure to your
the firm of Weak* Brothers & ComWE HAVE OBTAINED FROM
lif pany, wholesale
home during the long winter
grocers of Second
MRS BETTIE SOULE THE PRIV
and Washington streets, Who are
evenings.
They are playing.
BROOKHILL
BUILDING.
ILEGE TO MAKE AND SELL
now selling out in order that the
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
now at our store.
owners may engage in other business
THESE WELL KNOWN AND EXCome in
callings. Mr. Weaks has stock in
CELLENT PREPARATIONS, AND
and hear them. Then you'll
the new company, but on account of
NOW OFFER THEM IN THEIR
Want one. Big selection of
Pictutes, Diplomas, Certificates, his advanced age will not take an
ORIGINAL FORM, AS INTROactive connection therewith.
Water and Oil Colors,
records.
DUCED AND SOLD FOR YEARS
Tho Messes. Fooks arid Acree are
Mottos and Calanders
the well known timber men and conBY THE LATE DR. NELSON
Framed right up to date in five min- tractors,
while this is the first ventSOULE 25c EACH
utes time at the
ure in that line of Messrs. Weeks
and Smith. Mr. Oliver is the legal
advisor for the company in addition
428 Broadway,
to he a jicacier of stock,
Druggist
Fifth and Broadway.

DRUG STORE.

Campbell Block.

CHIEF OF ROAD

MAY NOT LIVE

4

FIRE INSURANCE

GREEN RIVER STONE

THE KENTUCKY

SATURDAY,JAN.27 John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
THE HOLY CITY

eltiMs1)0e1103.1,1116[1

AN EXCELLENT CAST OF 25

THE KENTUCKY

Ed .Hannan

JEWELL-Kau

• the, Buffet

Stock Company

W. C. Gray, Proprietor.

"SUNSET MINES"

LOCAL NEWS

EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Audit'1. Adjusting, Opening
or Closing :iiks. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to

Dr. Sidney Smith

JOHN D.SMITH, JR

LUMBER OFFICERS

Expert Accountant,

118 Fraternity Bldg.

HAYES

THE GLOBE BANK & TRES/ CO

ABOUT THE PEOPLE

Seventh
and
Broadway.
AN....

SOULE'S BAL

EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH

FOR THE SKIN

SOULES

1

DR. R. F. IltARN

Warren & Warren

R. W. WALKER & CO.

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE

Jewelers
403:Broadway

1

J; K. COULSON, -

...P
MB
E.
Steam and Hot Water Heating.

Phone 133.
52B Broadway.
44444........4444+‘444,444.4.4..m..+.4.44.444444
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